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The GTE Sputter, RCA Part No. 8673734-503 Addendum 1, -504 Addendum 2, is
designed. to extract time data from an interleaved Vzde'o/aut^io signal
r,
The CTE Sputter ,±s a rack: mounting unit 7 inches high, 19 inches :wide and
20 inches deep, mounted on. slides fdr retracting ftt^ m the rack.	 The unit . . . ..
weights. approximately 40 potmdsm	 The unit contains all oper4tor controIs
on the front panel.
1,2	 UNIT DESCRIPTION
The basic function 'of the CTE Spl.itter is to extract CTE time data from an
interleaved video/audio/CTE signal and to supply the CTE time data to the
CTE display on the front panel.	 The -504 Series also provides a buffered
GTE output far three remote displays. 	 Front panel test jacks are p ov ded
for monitoring SPLITTER V/A INPUT.
AFront Panel SYNC switch selects tI	 source of sync signal used in the
r spYitter.. Either. internal iINTa ox external {EXT) may be. selected.,	 If INT -.




EXT SYNC 1s :selected, the source: of the sync. signal is
. - the IEGEN SYNC output of a Processsrg amplifier	 RCA ' A -19}
Fronf panel display of the C'IE TIME CODE is also provzded in diky, hour,
m_ mutesana seconds: 	 '; 1a
'he. CTE 5plitter provides a fr nt panel I01VR On-flff Switch,' a Powej
.
? flrx
ndacatoi ;and an ind cata	 lamp that 111 ) mmates when the fuse Xs :.apeAL4::
All. inputs and outputs 	 i i-texfacing _theunit. with the rest of . the systom are`:
t
made through connectors on the rear panel of the unit.
v
s
I unit contains plug-in modules mounted in a module nest, a wired-in module
located on the rear chassis and a wired-i.n module on the front panel. The
three unit power supplies are also mounted on the rear chassis.
	
tf.}	 1.3 OPERATING REQUIREMENTS
	
E . :	 Oxie power source is xequixed for operating the. CTE Splitter',115VAC, 60 cycle,
single phasE. The power interface is made through . the 115 V ac connectioni
(327) located at the rear of the. unit. All inputs and o ,utputs'are contained
on connectors mounted on the rear panel of the unit. The unit contains a
..	 A
POWER On-Off switch, a Power ON Indicator and an Indicator fuse; all mounted
can the unit front panel.
q
L' 1.	 EQUIPMENT
Table 1-1 lists pertinent physical characteristics and Table 1-2 electrical.
uu characteristics for the CTE Splitter.
1.5	 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
is The CTE Sputter is a self-contained tiu^it. 	 tam external equipment is required
for the operation of the uni.t_when"openated in the Internal: Sync mode.
then operated in the E;ctexna	 Sync made, a processing: amplifier (i.e. 	 RCA TA- Y9)




































The GTE Spl tier should be installed in a clean, dust-free area.	 An air-
conditioned area with low humidity and moderate temperature is preferred.
Refer to Figure 2-1 (Installation Clearance) fox diagram;.
€ I	
- 2-.1.2	 Listallation in Rack (Refer to Figures. 2-1,.: 2-2)'..
3:.." .	 The" unit is shipped with the chassis :section ' .o£ the slides mounued
on the sides of the unit .as shown in Figure 2-2`.
4
r
2.	 Assemble extender bracket to slide (cabinet s"ecLioii) as shown. gin"
pi gore 2-Z; usai^g. 10 screw and "two bars : supp3: ed
Nate:	 Extender bracket mounting position should .be "vatied according
j to requirement of particular rack.
3.	 Mount assembled cabin,:^t section i:xto rack.
' 4,.	 Insert unit (chassis section slides) into intermediate section slides..J.
3 2.1.3	 Power Connection"
The GTE 5plitter is. supplied t,rith a. power cord 7 feet --6. inches long. 	 The
power cord . contains a 3-wire grounding typeiug fo r "matg with a standard
3-wise g2oundii^g: type convenience outlet:	 Since the . rti ^` may .:1^e -retracted
from the rack on slides, the AC power card should be dressed in the rack to
allow the unit to opeaate. in either normal or full3r'extended.position.
2.1.4 Sig gal Connection
Signal outputs alid inputs are made through connectors locale& on the rear"
i panel of the unit. 	 Sufficient room should be .allowed for external ,connetioiis
.(refer to Figure 2-1 for installation clearances) .
.k
t






2.2	 INITIAL, ADJUSTMENTS AND TESTS
To ensure that the equipment is performing properly, conduct tests outlined
in Ope ,	3.3ational Procedures, paragraph



















The splitter section extracts time data from an interleaved Video/Audio/CTE
input.
Front panel test jacks are provided for monitoring splitter V/A Input.
CTE TIME CODE information is displayed on the front panel in DAY, HOUR,
MINUTE, and SECOND.
A front panel selector is provided to allow selection of either internal
or external sync (REGEN SYNC from a processing amplifier).
3.2 CONTROLS AND INDICATORS
The location of the controls and indicators for th,., Audio Splitter/Interleaver




Place JIVER switch(S3) in the ON position. POLITER ON indicator DS5 should





Before operating the Splitter from a Downlink signal the CTE Splitter should
be set up as described below:
3-1
ITEM	 NAME	 FUNCTION
DS5 ON 115 V ac applied to unit power supplies.
F1 Fuse Indicator fuse, lights when fuse is open.
S3 Power Power On-Off switch.
S4 Sync Selector switch, selects Splitter Clamp
and Sample Pulse from Internal or
External source.




? The following test equipment (or equivalent) is required: i
1. TV Signal Generator (Telemet Stairstep generator model 3502), Y
_ 2. Processing Amplifier (RCA Model TA-19) .
3. Oscilloscope (Tektronix 547 with type lA1 plug- in) .
1	 Splitter Seth
1. Monitor the	 at the front	 SPLITTER V/A INPUT testsignal	 panel
jacks.	 A composite video signal level of 1.0 V pp should be
present at the test jacks (refer to Figure 304). 3
2. Set front panel SYNC select switch in the INT position.
3. The front panel CTE DISPLAY should ^ndreate the CTE Tire Code.
;
4. Set front panel. SYNC select swatch in the EXT position. Perform
Clamp Delay Adjustment as described in Section 5, Maintenance,
paragraph 5.3.1.3.6.1.








Figure 3-2. SPLITTER V/A INPUT 3-step test signal with no
interleaved audio
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0, 2 V/cm cic
--Gnd
	
lior. Scale - 10 PS/(!-n}
Figure 3-3, SPIJTTER V/A INPUT 3-step test signal with
irate-len.ved pedestal only, no audio modulation
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.2 V/cm de
—Gnd	 Hor. Scale - jo s/cir.
Figure 3-4. SPLITTER V/A INPUT 3-step test signal with
interleaved audio
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert, Scale - 0.2 V/ern do
—Gnd
	
Hor. Scale - 10 µs/cm






























ITT	 The CTE Splitter detects the CTE Time Code on line 17 of the incoming VTR
L.;
vide6 signal and displays this data on a front panel display. The -504 unit
^ y also provides this signal as an output to remote indicators.
All the controls and indicators are located on the unit front p?mel. All.
,.	 U L•	 -
inputs and outputs are made through b rear panel.
The electronic circuits associated with the above functions are located on
plug-in modules accessible from the top of the unit and two board assemblies,
one wired into the front panel and the other into the rear chassis.
t	 4.2 SYSTEM OPERATION
(Refer to Figure 4-1).
t	
4.2.1 CTE S litter
	
b	 The CTE Splitter circuit receives Video/CTE (interleaved). The CTE time data 	 i




	 CTE OUTPUT 2 -504 only
V/A TNPUT	 CTE OUTPUT 3j 3
SYNC INPUT
CTE DISPLAY
FIGURE 4.1. CTE SPLITTER SYSTEM
VIT4;:TIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM.
4-1
VIDEO/AUDIO 4 3'J2TJ I
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(Refer to Splitter functional diagram, Figure 4-2; Video/Audio Waveform




The Video/CTE input jack (J1) is a BNC connector, located on the rear panel.
3	 ',I
The signal at J1 may be either a real time (R/T) video signal. (standard TV
signal) or a video/audio/CTE (VTR, interleaved) signal. (Refer to Figure 4-3).
The video signal is fed from connector J1 through coupling capacitor Cl, to
the Bessel Filter/Equalizer module (A10) located on the splitter chassis. The
signal enters the A10 module at pins l and 2 (Ground) [Refer to schematic
diagram, Figure 5-11), The Bessel Filter determines the bandwidth of the





















2-5145	 H= PERIOD BETWEEN HORIZONTAL SYNC PULSES 163.5pSI
V	
V= PERIOD OF VERTICAL SYNC PULSES : 3H
Lai-	 PAM SAMPLE SHOWN WITH NO AUDIO MODULATION
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B. WAVEFORM OF ONE HORIZONTAL LINE
FIGURE 4.3. VIDEO/AUDIO/C'I'E WAVEFORM
The video signal from the output of the Bessel Filter/Equalizer A10-9 and
AIO-10 (Ground) is fed to the V/A Input, pin 4 and pin 3 [Ground) of the
Video/Audioj *.X-nput module (A2). In the Video/Audio Input module (A2) (refer
to schematic diagram, Figure 6-3), the signal is fed through the V/A LEVEL
control (R3), which is adjusted for the proper level at the Video Clamp (Q2),
test jack TJI. (Refer to Table 5-1 for signal levels). From the level control
the video signal is fed through an amplifier stage (Ul, Ql); the gain of
the stage is determined by resistors R4 and R6. The signal at the output
of the amplifier follows two paths, one through the sync stripper circuit







4.3.1.1. Y Sync Stripper Circuit
-	 -
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Figure 4.5. Sync Stripper Timing Diagram (Splitter)
The sync stripper detects sync from the composite. TV signal (real time or V/A)
and provides signal to the video clamp, timing circuits, and the PANT detector
circuits. When inter-leaver video (V/A) is received by the unit, the output
signal of the sync stripper will contain a pulse (PAM present) coincident with
n	 the PAM pulse daring the vertical sync period (refer to Figure 4-5).
Ff
tir The sync stripper, consists of a low pass filter, an amplifi°x, a diode clamp
and a comparator.
The low pass filter, consisting of A2-R1[} and A3-C1, reduces the noise bandwidth
of the sync stripper, thereby allowing the , sunc stripper circuit to detect sync
in a low signal-to-noise signal.	 The output of the low pass .filter is fed to
the amplifier stage (refer to Splitter Timing (A3) schematic diagram, Figure 6-4).
The amplifier consists of Ul and its associated circuitry.
	 The output of the
M^.
IZ^
amplifier is fed to a diode clamp (CIS and CR2) which clamps the sync tips at
1< +q.6v.
From the diode clamp, the signal is fed to the comparator circuit consisting of
s
U2 and its associated circuitry. 	 The signal is fed through R11 to the non-inverting
^	 i
f
input of i12.	 The inverting input is biased, through resistors R12 and R13, to a
negative reference voltage, which causes the comparator output to be high when
the input is more positive than -the reference.
When the level at the comparator input becomes more negative than the reference, the
y
comparator output saturates (goes to zero).	 The transition takes place very rapidly r.i
j due to the positive feedback, formed by resistors 1211 and R16.
The signal from the output of the sync stripper (U2) is fed to the input of inverter
U9A.	 The	 the inverter U9A is fed 	 two	 Timingoutput of	 to	 paths, one to the	 Circuit
and the other to the PAID Detector Circuit.
4.3.1.1.2	 Timing Circuit
. (Refer to Spli.tter Timing (A3) schematic diagram, Figure 6-4).
	 The timing circuit, c
consisting of one-shots U12 and U4, generates a pulse to drive the PAM detector,




I	 f	 I	 I	 I!	 i
The signal into U12 is inverted sync from the output of inverter U9D. This
signal is identical to that from the sync stripper U2 (refer to sync stripper,
paragraph 4.3.1.1.1, and Figure 4-5).
The leading (positive-going) edge of the sync signal triggers one-shot U12 which
generates a 4-)is (positive-going) pulse. The 4 ys pulse from U12 is fed to the
input of one-shot U4. U4 is a non-retriggering 47-ps ono-sh.ct. The time constant
of U4 is set Longer than twice:hoxixon:tal rate so that retrigger will not occur
at this rate (during the vertical intervals).
The 47-)as pulse from the output of the timing circuit follows three paths, one
to the Video Clamp ci:.,cuit (Internal), one to the PAM Detector circuit, and
one to the Sampling circuit (Internal) .
4.3.1.1.3 Video Clam Circuit
The Video Clamp circuit clamps the video signal (sync tip) to ground. The video
clamp may be operated in two modes: Internal or G--.ternal. In the Internal mode,
the clamp driver source is the sync stripper (Splitter Timing module A3) output.
In the External mode, the clamp driver source is the REGEN SYNC signal from an RCA
TA-19 Processing Amplifier.
4.3.1.1.3.1 Internal Sync
(Refer to V/A Input (A2) schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; Splitter Timing (A3)
schematic diagram, Figure 6-4; and Splitter Clamp and Sample timing diagram
Figure 4-6).
Tine Video Clamp circuit (Internal. Sync) consists of one-shot A3-U3, driver A2-Q6,7
and clamp A2-Q2. The clamp one-shod: (A3-U3) receives a 47-ps pulse from A3-U4.
The leading (positive-going) edge of the input signal triggers the one-shot which
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the output of U3 is fed out of the Splitter Timing module on connector pin 8
{clamp pulse).	 From A3-8 the clamp pulse is fed to pin 8 of the sync swatch
i (S4A) located on the front panel. 	 When the s;^c switch is in the INT position,.
the internal clamp pulse is fed through the switch to the Video/Audio Input module
(A2).	 In A2 the clamp pulse is fed from connector pin 8 to the clamp driver (0,6,7)
which drives the video clamp (Q2).	 The video clamp is turned ON during the duration 	 s
' of the 1-ps pulse and is turned OFF when the pulse is not present. 	 Therefore, the
Video signal, is clamped to ground for I s at the leading edge of each horizontal
pulse (and at horizontal rate during the vertical interval).
The signal from the video clamp (Q2) is :Fed through dual emitter follower (Q3,4)
^°
to the sampling switch (05).
7
. 4.3.1.1.3.2	 External Sync	 !
' (Refer to External Sync (A4) schematic diagram, Figure 6-5; V/A Input [A2)
4-8
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schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; and Splitter, Clamp and Sample timing diagram,
Figure 4-7).
The external clamp circuit consists of an inverter (Ql), timing driver (U1,2),
clamp delay one-shot (US) and clamp pulse one-shot (M) on the A4 module, sync
switch (54A on the front panel, and clamp driver (Q6,7) and clamp (Q2) on the A2
module.
The External Sync signal enters the Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver at the SPLITTER
SYNC IN connector (J28) located on the rear panel. The sync signal is fed from J28
Go






















Figure 4-7, Splitter, Clamp and Sample Timing Diagram
(external sync)
4-9	 ^J
In the A4 module the signal is fed to inverter Ql. The output of Q1 is fed to
3.	
one-shot U1. U1 triggers on the leading (positive-going) edge of the input pulse
and generates a 4-ps pulse. This 4-)Zs pulse is fed to one-shot U2. U2 is a
non-retriggering, 47-lis one-shot, so that output pulses occur only at the horizontal
rate. The output signal from U2 follows two paths, one to the Clamp delay one-shot
^6 a
(U5) and the other to the Sample delay one-shot {U3}.
id o
Clamp delay one-shot (U5) triggers on the leading (posit i ve-going) edge of the
47-its input pulse and generates a positive--going pulse. The width of the pulse
at the output of U5 is determined by the setting of CLAMP DELAY control R12
(approximate range 1.0 to 2.0 ps). The Clamp delay pulse is fed to the input of
Clamp pulse one-shot U6. The Clamp one-shot pulse (U6) triggers on the trailing
(negative-going) edge of the Clamp delay pulse; therefore, the clamp pulse one-shot
Y:	 (U6) generates a 1-Ns wide pulse delayed by 1.5 +0.5 Vs from the leading edge of
the SPLITTER SYNC input pulse.
The clamp pulse is fed from U6 to connector pin 8. From A4-8 the clamp pulse is
fed to pin 9 of the SYNC switch S4A, located on the front panel. When the SYNC
switch is in the EXT position, the External clamp pulse is fed through the switch
to the Video/Audio Input module (A2). In A2 the External clamp pulse follows the
same path as described above for the Internal clamp pulse, paragraph 4.3.1.1.3.1.
4.3.1.1.4 Sam ling Circuit
The function of the Splitter Sampling circuit is to sample the V/A signal during
the PAM interval, to hold the sample between PAM intervals, and to filter the
sampled signal, • thereby recovering the audio information.
The Sampling circuit may be operated in two modes: Internal or External. In the
Internal mode, the Sampler driver source is the sync stripper (Splitter Timing
module A3) output. In the External mode, the sampling circuit driver source is
the REGEN SYNC signal from the RCA TA-19 Processing Amplifier.
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(Refer to V/A Input (A2) schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; and Splitter Timing (A3)
schematic diagram, Figure 6-4) .
The sampling circuit consists of dual emitter follower A2-Q3, sampler switch
A2-QS, hold capacitor A2--C8, isolation amplifier A2--U2, AUL-IO LEVEL control
;;:
	
U,^	 A2-R23, active low pass filter A2-U3A, B sampler driver A2-Q8, 9, sample delay
one-shot A3-US, sample delay control A3-R21, sample pulse one-shot A3-U6,
SPUTTER TIMING control (R14) and SYNC switch (S4A,8) .
The Sample delay one-shot A3-US receives a 47-ps pulse from A3-U4 (refer to paragraph
4.3.1.1.2 for description of Timing Circuit). The leading (positive-going) edge
of the input signal, triggers the one-shot (refer to timing diagram, Figure 4-6)
which generates a 9 +3ys pulse (adjusted by SAMPLE DELAY control A3-R21 and SPUTTER
	
^y
	 TIMING control R14). The Sample Delay pulse is fed from A3-U5 to the input of Sample
pulse one-shot U6. One-shot U6 triggers on the trailing	 gg	  (negative-going) edge
of the sample delay pulse. Therefore, the sample pulse one-shot U6 generates a
0.3 ps pulse, delayed by approximately 9s from the leading edge of the splitter
sync stripper output pulse.
The sample pulse signal is fed from U6-8 to connector pin 10. From A3-10 the
Sample pulse is fed to pin 2 of the SYNC switch S4A located on the front panel.
When the SYNC switch is in the INT position, the Internal sample pulse is fed
through the switch to the Video/Audio module (A2 pin 10). In A2 the Sample pulse
is fed from connector pin 10 to the sampling switch driver (Q8,9) which drives the
sampling switch.(QS). The sampling switch Is turned ON during the duration.if the
5
0.3-ass sampling pulse and is turned OFF when the pulse is not present.
During the 0.3 ps period, when the sampling switch (QS) is turned on, hold capacitor
	
j	 CS is charged to the level of the PAM signal (at Video Clamp 0,2), through emitter
follower Q3,4. Dearing the interval between sample pulses, Sampling Switch Q5 is
OPEN and Capacitor C8 "holds" the sampled PAM level.
' m..^,—..._.., ..;
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The sampled PAM signal is fed from hold capacitor 	 8 through isolation amplifier U2p	 ^	 p	 Q	 g	 P
to-AUDIO LEVEL control R23.	 From the arm of R23 the sampled PAM level is fed
through the low pass filter (U3A,B).	 This is an active four-pole Butterworth low
pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 3 kHz. 	 From the output of the low pass
falter (U3B) the sampled and filtered PAM signal (audio) is fed to connector pin
t






(Refer to V/A Input (A2) schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; External Sync (A4) schematic
diagram, Figure 6-5; and Timing Diagram, Figure 4-7).
The external sampling circuit consists of dual emitter follower A2-Q3,4, sampling
switch A2-QS, hold capacitor A2-C8, emitter follower A2-U2, AUDIO LEVEL control A2-R23,
active low pass filter A2-U3A,B, and sampler driver A2-Q8,9 (the above components are
located on the V/A Input module (A2) and are also part of the Internal Sampling
circuit described above, paragraph 4.3.1.1.2.1). 	 The external sampling circuit also
consists of A4-Q1, Ul, U2 (also used in external clamp circuit), Sample Delay one-
shot A4-U3 and Sample pulse one-shot A4-U4.	 Front panel SYNC switch (S4A,B) and
SPLITTER TIMING control R14 is also used.
` The external sync signal enters the Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver unit at the
SPLITTER SYNC in connector (J28) located on the rear panel. The sync is fed from
J29 to A4-32 and 33 (ground) .
In the A4 module the signal is fed from connector pin 32 to inverter Q1. The
output of Q1 is fed to one-shot U1. Ul triggers on the leading (positive-going)
edge of the input pulse and generates a 4-has pulse. - This pulse is fed to one-shot
U2. U2 is a non-retriggering 47-ys one-shot, so that output pulses occur only at
the horizontal. rate. The output signal from U2 follows two paths, one to the clamp
}	 delay one-shot (U5), described in paragraph 4.3,1.1.3.2 above, and the other to the
}	 sample delay one-shot (U3),
' l	 4-12
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Sample delay one-shot (U3) triggers on the leading (positive-going) edge of the
47-has input pulse and generates a positive-going pulse. The width of the pulse at
the output (U3-8) is determined by the setting of the SAMPLE DELAY control (A4-R9)
and the SPUTTER TIMING control (R14), located on the front panel; the width is
approximately 10)1s. The sample delay pulse is fed to t},e input of sample pulse
'	 one-shot U4. U4 triggers on the trailingg	 g (negative-go3_ng) edge of the sample delay
pulse. Therefore, the sample pulse one--shot (U4) generates a 0.3-ys wide pulse
delayed by approximately 1G.ys from the leading edge of the SPLITTER SYNC input pulse.
The sample pulse is fed from U4-8 to connector pin 10. From A4-10 the sample pulso
i
is fed to pin 3 of the SYNC switch (S4A) located on the front panel. When the
SYNC switch is in the EXT position, the External sample pulse is coupled through
the switch to the Video/Audio Input module (A2). In A2 the External sample pulse
follows the same path described above for the Internal Sample pulse, paragraph
4.3.1.1.4.1.
4.3.1.4 Video/CIE
Refer to Splitter functional diagrams Figure 4-2; CTE demux and display functional
f
	
diagram, Figure 4-10; CTE demux schematic diagram, Figure 6-12; CIE display schematic
diagram, Figure 6--13, and CTE mux and demux timing diagrams, Figures 4-11 and 4-12.
The CTE demux board (A11) accepts the clamp pulse and V-sync (detector) signals as
timing references to operate counters which provide the controlled clock pulses for
a shift register. The board also accepts the video signal which is fed into the
shift register during line 17. The line 1 7 parallel output information J S fed to
the CTE display board (Al2) which transfers the CTE data to LED numerical displays.
The basic clock pulses for the shift register are derived from the 629.37 kHz VCD
^w
	
active filter U2A, amplifier U?B and a ,40 counter U4 and US. The reference signal
(Ali U3). This VCO is part of a phase-locked-loop consisting of phase detector U1,
for this phase-locked-loop is obtained from the sync, tip clamp pulse, at the
horizontal line rate (15.73 kHz) after passing through inverter U6A and one-shot
U7. The delay timing of U7 is approximately 10 microseconds and is controlled by
iara
R16. Pulses from U7 are also applied to one input of Nand gate U13A.
4W
The other input to U13A is obtained from set-reset flip-flop U13C,D which is
i	 triggered by the externally applied V-sync (detector) signal. The pulses from
^a	 x
U7 are also applied to one input of Nand gate U13A.
The other input to U13A is obtained from set-reset flip-flop U13C,D which is
triggered by the externally applied V--sy gic (detector) signal. The pulses from the
U7 are then applied through inverter U13B to a ;14 counter (U15, U14A and U14B).
Because the V-sync (detector) signal occurs at line 4, the output of the 114
counter identifies line 17, at which time flip-flop U13C,D is reset. At the start
of line 17 gate U89 is turned on allowing the pulses from VCO U3 to pass on to
the ;32 counter (U9, U10, U12 and Ull D,E,F.). The output from the -,°32 counter
passes through the low-to-high edge detector (U8D, U11A,B,C) to produce a strobe
pulse which resets both counters.
Thus, a controlled group of 32 clock pulses synchronized to occur at line 17 passes
on to shift register U17, U18, U19, U19. Simultaneously, the video signal is applied
to the shift register data input through inverter U16 resulting in a serial-to-
parallel conversion of the CTE information contained in line 17 of the video signal.
The parallel outputs of the shift registe are connected to the LED display units
located on the CTE Display Module (Al2), which produces a numerical day-hour-minute-
second display.
In the -504 version, the CTE information is also supplied to three remote it dicators
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Maintenance of the CTE Splitter is relatively simple since it may be readily
checked while installed in a rack. Test jacks are provided on the plug-in
modules so that key points in the circuits may be easily monitored by retracting
the unit from the rack, on its slides and using an oscilloscope (refer to Figure 5-1).




Very little preventive maintenance is required. No lubrication is required.
Periodic cleaning of the unit while installed in the rack is recommended. Power
supply voltages should be checked periodically at test jacks located at the rear
of the unit
The lamp of -the Power On indicator is a neon type.
REPLACEMENT LAMPS
1. Power On Indicator:	 NE51
5.3 CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
5.3.1 Alignment Procedure
Refer to the following figures:
1. figure 5-3. Top View 4f Unit, Test Jacks and Setup Controls
Test Equipment









7	 1. TV Signal Generator (Telemet Stairstep Generator Model. 3502).
2.	 Processing Amplifier {RCA Model TA-19}.
E:	 3.	 DC Voltmeter
_	 4. Oscilloscope (Tektronix 547 with type lAl plug-in).
_	 Ti R23	 TJ Ti	 TJ' TJ	 R3
	
A2	 10 AUDIO	 2	 1	 4	 3,	 V/A
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Figure 5-3. Module Nest Top View, Test Jacks and Setup Controls
5.3.1.1 DC Voltage Setup
Monitor do voltages at test jacks on the rear panel. Voltage should be within
0.1 volt of specified voltage; if not, adjust corresponding power supply.
5.3.1.2 S litter Alignment
(Refer to Figure 5-3 for location of module test jack and controls).
1. Connect the INTERLEAiBD V/A/CTE to the SP LITTER V/A INPUr (JI), located
on the rear panel.,
2. Monitor the signal at the unit front panel SPUTTER V/A INPUT test jacks.
Adjust tPe input for a composite video signal level of 1.0 V p-p at the





S.3.1.2.1 Video Clamp Level Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-8)
1. Set front panel SYNC select switch in the INT position.
2. Monitor the signal at test jacks A2-TJ1 (V--CLAMP). Sync scope from
A3-TJ3 (SYNC) .
3. Adjust A2R3 (V/A LEVEL) control for 2.0 V p-p at A2-TJI..
5.3.1.2.2 Detector Timing Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-19)
1. Monitor signal at test jack A3-TJ6 (PAM) . Set scope on internal SYNC.
2. Adjust A3-R25 (DET DLY) control fully clockwise. Observe waveform rat
test jack A3-TJ6 (PAM) and adjust A3-R25 (DET DLY control) counter-
clockwise for a pulse width of 2 ps.
NOTE: No pulse will appear until, A3-R25 is rotated CLIV from its
extreme C44 position.
5.3.1.2.3 External Sync Adjustments
5.3.1.2.3.1. Clot Dela Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-9)
1. Set the front panel SYNC select switch in the EXT position.
2. Monitor the signal at test jack A2-TJ1 (V-CLAMP). Sync scope internally.
3. Adjust A4-R12 (CLMIP DLY) so that the leading edge of the clamp pulse
is approximately I ys after the beginning of the horizontal sync pulse
(as shown in Figure 5-9).
5.3.1.2.3.2 Sample Delay Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-13)
1. Set SYNC select switch in EXT position.
2. Monitor the signal at test. jack A2-TJ1 (V-CLXAP) using scope CFI-1 and
the signal at A2-TJ4 (SANIP) u: ing scope CD-2. Use ALT sweep; sync







3. Adjust A4-R9 (SAMP DLY) control to place the sample pulse (trailing
edge) in the corner of the PX4 sample.
DOTE: Sample pulse position may also be observed f.n the PAM pulse
(A2TJI). Sample pulse timing may, therefore, be adjusted by
using only one channel of the scope.
5.3.1.2.4 CTE Demux Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-48)
1. Monitor signal at All--TJ4 (VCO).
2. Connect shorting jumper between All-TJ2 and All-TJ4.
3. Adjust All-R7 (VCO set) for a signal frequency of 15.74 kHz at All-TJ4.
4. Remove shorting jumper.
S. Observe number sequence on the CTE Display (fxcnt panel.).
6. Adjust All-R16 (Delay) for a number sequence presentation of 08 08 08 08.
5.3.2 Troubleshooting
For troubleshooting, refer to the following:
Functional description, Section 4, and functional diagrams, Figure 4-2 (Splitter).
Schematic diagrams, Figure 6-1 (Audio/C'I'E Splitter), and Figures 6-2 through
6-10 (module schematics;.
Waveforms of signals at the front panel test jacks, Figures 3-2 through 3-10.
19aveforms of signals at module test jacks, Figures 5-6 through 5-54.
Location of module test jacks and controls, Figure 5-3.
Location of components on the modules, Figures 5-55 through 5-66.
Table 5-1, Spli,tter Signal Levels.
Table 5-2, Interleaver Signal Levels.
NOTE: Tables 5-1 and 5-2 are for use in troubleshooting and may be used in
conjunction with the corresponding functional diagram (Splitter,
Figure 4-2, and Interleaver, Figure 4-13).
The connectors and jacks are listed in same order as shown in the
corresponding functional diagram.
Alignment Procedures, paragraph 5.3.1.
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Figure 5-8. A2TJ2 V-Clamp
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cni do
lior. Scale - 10 Us/cm
.. and
'r"1VlAd.
Figure 5-9. A2TJ1 V-Clainp (External 5y-ne Clamp)
Scope Sync; - INT
Vert. Scale - 0.2 V/cm do
Iior. Scale - 1 us/cm
_ Gnd
Figure 5-10. A2TJJ2 Sample
Scope Sync - INT
Vert, Scale - 0.5 V/em do
Hor. Scale - 0.5 ms/cm
Gnd	 -
Figure 5-11. A2TJ3 CIamp
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert: Scale - 5 V/cm do
Iior. Scale - I µ s ^cm
Ond
5-s
Figure 5-12. A29 TJ1 V-Clamp (top)
A2TJ4 Sample (bottom), Internal
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cm (top)
5.0 V/cm (bottom)
Hor. Scale - 1 ps/cm
Figure 5-13. A2TJ1 V-Clamp (top)
A217J4 Sample (bottom), External
Scope Sync -- A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cm (top)
5.0 %'/cm (bottom)
Hor. Scale - 1 us/cm
Figure 5-14. A3TJ1 LPF
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cm do








Figure 5-17. A31'J4 V-Sync
Scope Sync -- INT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V/cm do
Hor. Scale - 2 ms/cm
Gnd
R7
k igure 5-15. A3TJ2 Sync Clamp
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 2.0 V/cm do
Hor. Scale - 10 Jas/cm
Gnd
Figure 5-16. A3TJ3 Sync
Scope Sync - INT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V/cm d:s
Hor. Scale	 AZ 9 s/cin
Gnd
-- - .-__ Gnd
Figure 5-19. A3TJ6 PAM (Detector)
Scope Sync -- INT
Vert. Scale -- 1.0 V/can do




Figure 5--20. A4TJ1 Sample
Scope Sync - TNT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V/cm ac
Hor. Scale -- 0.2 g s/cm
----- Gnd
s
. I d ^. a	 i
x
n
Scope Sync - INT
Vert. Scale- 1.0 V/cm do





Figure 5-22. A4TJ3 Drive
Figure 5-23. A4TJ4 Sync
Scope Sync - INT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V/em de




scope Sync - INT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V/cyii dc
Hor. Scale - 2 n. /cm
g-
-L,
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Figure 5-47. A5TJ1/A5TJ4 Reference/VCO
(A11TJ1/A11TJ4 is similar)
Scope Sync - WI T, Ch A, Chopped
Gnd	 Vert. Scale - 2 V/cm dc
Hor. Scale - 0. 5 A s/cm
Figure 5-48. A11TJ1 Reference' 
W-01 Scope Syne - NT
Vert. Scale - 1 V/crn dcA
Hor. Scale	 10 µs•en,w , 4,
-12




pm	 PM	 ^ m	 Figure 5-49. A11TJ2 Phase Detector-1  VIM
Scope Sync - D;T




11	 W,	 A	 Hor. Scale	 20 jus,'cm
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Figure 5-50. AIITJ3 Error
Scope Sync - ]NT
Vert. Scale - IV/cm de
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Figure 5-51. AIITJ4 VCO
Scope Sync - LN-T
Vert. Scale - I V/cm de
Hor. Scale - 10 As/cm
Gnd
Figure 5-52. AIITJ5 Line 17
Scope Sync - LNT
Vert. Scale - I V/cm dc





Figure 5-53. AIITJG Data
Scope Sync - AIITJ5
Vert. Scale - I V/cm dc
Ifor. Scale - 5 µs/cm
k1l,
-"L4 195
RA E - 01-- NI:
IOWA
JIM''







Figure 5-54. A1ITJ7 Shift Register Clock
Scope Sync - A1ITJ5
Vert. Scale - 1 V/cm dc
Hor. Scale - 5 ps/cyli
Gnd
i"+9
TABLE 5-1. SPLIT= SIGNAL LEVELS
(Refer to Spiitte-r Functional Diagram, Figure 4-2; Audio/C,TE Sputter/Interleaves Schematic, Figure 6-1;
and Module Schematics, Figures 6-2, 6-3, 6-4, 6-5, 6-10, 6-11, 6-12, 6-13)
Connector or
Test Jack Designation Description Level
Reference
Figures Remarks
J1 Sp litter T'V Signal 1.0 V p-p Rear Panel. BNC
V /A Input connector.
A10-1 TV Signal 1, 0 V p-p Same as J1 signal, except
ac coupled.
TP1, TF2 (Gnd. Splifl.+?r TV Signal 1.0 V p-p 3-2, 3, 4 Front Panel test jacks,
(A2-4) V/A input (ac coupled).
A2TJI '%,-sf°'_amp TV Signal 2.0 V p-p 5-8, 5-9 Sync Tip at 0 V dc.
A2TJ2 Sample Recovered Audio 1.3 V p-p 5-10
(unfiltered)
A2-6 LIEF Drive TV Signal 2.0 V p-p AC coupled.
A2-8 Clamp 1-its positive- 0 to +4.1 V p-p
going pulse
A2TJ3 Clamp 1-p,s positive-
-12 to 0 V p-p 5-11
going pu':Se
A2-10 Sample. 0.3-us positive- 0 to x-4.0 V p-p
going p-tisc
TABJEL 5	 _. Vi.^:	 -	 L5:1L.— SP JT - 11	 TAT T: 
Connector or
Test Jack Designation Description 1'evel
Reference
Figures Remarks
A2TJ4 Sample 0.3-As positive- -12 to 0 V p-p 5-12
going pulse
,A,3-6 LPF DRIVE TV Signal 2.0 V p-p Same as signal at A2-6.
A3-8 Clamp 1-9s positive- 0 to +4.1 V p-p
going pulse
X13-10 Sample 0.3-us positive- O to +4.1 V p-p
going pulse
A3TJ1 LPG' TV Signal 1.6 V p-p 5-14 AC coupled.
A3TJ2 Sync Clamp
•
TV Signal 6.8 V p-p 5--15 Sync tip at approx. :0.6 V
A3TJ3 Sync Stripped Sync 3.1 V p-p 5-16 Base lime at approx. -0.2 V
positive--going
pulses
A3TJ4 V-Sync 200-us positive- 1.8 V p-p 5-17 Base line at approx. -0.2 V
going pulse
A3TJ5 V -Sync (detector) 1--gs negative- Oto x-3.7 V p-p 5-16
going pulse
J28 Splitter Sync In TV Sync +0.4to--4.1 V Rear Panel BNC connector.
P-P
(75 ohm term)
A4-^e Same as signal at J28.
A4 TJ 4 Sync TV Sync O to +4.5 V p-p 5-23





_ TABLE 5-1. SPUTTER SIGNAL LEVELS (coktt.)
Connector or Reference
Test Jack Designation Description Level figures Remarks
A4 TJ3 Drive 47-us positive- 0 to +4.2 V°p-p 5-22 Note: Duty cycle greater
going pulse than 50%.
A4 TJ2 Clamp 1-Us positive-- 0 to+4.1 V 5--21
going pulse
A4-8 Clamp 1-us positive- 0 to +4.1 V pep Same as signal at A4 TJ2. , -
going pulse
A4 TJ1 Sample 0.3-µs positive- 0 to +4.1 V p-p 5-20
going pulse
A4-10 Sample 0 to +4.1 V p-p Same as signal at A4 TJ1.
A11TJ1 Reference 9 usec pulse 0 to +4.3 V p-p 5-48 15.73 kHz prf























15.734 kHz sq. wave





4.2 V d. c.
to 3.9 V p-p
to +4 V p-p
to +3. 5 V p-p
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Figure 5-56. Module Layout, A2 (Video/Audio Input)
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Figure 5-64. Moduie Layout, A10 (Bessel Filter/Equalizer)
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A4 A3 A2 Al
Figure 5-66. Module Layout Al2 (CTE Display)
TABLE 5-1. SPLITTER SIGNAL LEVELS
(Refer to Splitter Functional Diagram, Figure 4-2; Audio/CTE Splitter/7nterleaver Schematic, Figure 6-1;
and Module Schematics, Figures 6-2; 6-3, 6-4, 6-5, 6-10, 6-11, 6-12, 6--13)
Connector or
Teht Jack Designation Description Level
Reference
Figures Remarks
J1 Splitter TV Signal. 1.0 V p-p Rear Panel BNC
V /A Input connectgr i` ..
A10-1 TV Signal 1.0 V p-p Same as J1 signal, except
ac coupled.
TP1, TP2 (Gnd. Splitter TV Signal 1.0 V p-p 3-2,3, 4 Front Panel test jacks.
(A2-4) V /A Input (ac coupled) .
A2TJ1 V-Clamp TV Signal. 2.0 V p-p 5-8, 5-9 Sync Tip at 0 V dc.
A2TJ2 Sample Recovered Audio 1.3 V p-p 5-10
(unfiltered)
A2-26 VTR Audio Output Recovered Audio 0.4 V p-p AC coupled.
(filtered)
A2-6 LPF Drive TV Signal 2.0 V p-p AC coupled.
A2-8 Clamp 1-Us positive- 0 to +4.1 V p-p
going pulse
A2TJ3 Clamp 1-11s positive- --12 to 0 V p-p 5-11
going pulse
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23	 +5V	




25	 OF	 C3	 C.
27	 I	
nK	 1000	 14.7K =-OIlUL
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R2	 R3	 R4	 R5	 1413	 11	 14	 13
31	
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ALL RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS
ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES ARE IN PICOFARADS
ALL INDUCTANCE VALUES ARE IN MICROFjENRYS
2. INTEGRATED CIRCUITS ARE
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	 Figure 6-11. Bessel Filter, Equalizer Schmatie (A10)
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1. ALL RE5151 ANCE Vl4L[fE5 ARE 11.E OHMS
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.Irr..ir	 yon..	 K+nYwXldr «
PARTS LIST ^'	 /'"."+^	 i ..	 ACA CORPORATION I NEW YOM NT^;^ ►^^.^ '




NEXT ASSY	 USED ON
PREPARW BY	 DATE67, N=&•^ REL CODE IDENT NO
49871 ^^^	 St,E> vATE
Gr4E:;i(Z7 D	 LATE GuNTRACT Na
/'' '3 -/37G?L=S GN ACTIVITY APPD	 DA(L
FIRST APPLICIXION
PEVIS:QNS
LTR	 DESCRIPTION DATE  LTR DESCfVPTN*4 DF.;r App';'040
^1	 FFylrr--:"?
INTERPRET SYM1301S USED AS FOLLOVlSr















U—Govtoreustamer	 a--Venda, item. Sec trmcifiaatlonor





ncA 74M Xft-] 17 2*1
tl.. .
SHEET/ PARTS LIST
CAMDEN FLANt	 REVLTR CODE IDENT PL 86-73 734 SHEET0:,
SPECIFICATION LINE RCA C4ROORATI4N NEW YO [Y H Y 	
14 49671
NO. ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR V
505 904 503 502 $01o FIND	 N0. "A [DENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M
P 0201 Al 1 ! 8372838«901 SPLITTER OUTPUT
P 0202 A$ 1 1 1 8372840«801 VIDEO/A4010 i%pur
P 0208 43 1 1 1 1 8372642001 SPLITHR TI-M41
N ^ 0204 A4 1 1 1 I, 83T3015;$01 !XTER`IAL SYNC,
E 0205 A5 1 8315603;502 CTE RJx
P 0206 A6 1 1 83728449501 AUDIO INPUT
P 0207 117 1 1 8372846:001 VEDED INPUT
P 0208 AD 1 1 8372848:301 1NTERLEAVER OUTPUT
P 0209 A9 1 3 83728508501 AUOID POKER A!<}mL
0210 AID I 1 8673737;501 BE55EL FILTF.R/6QJA6;IEMII
1 0211 All 83' 5682:501 CTE DGMIUM
1 0212 412 1. 8676341"'301 8D ASSY DWLAY' 0611
y ^L•C^c6Z/2 I 0213 C3 61349 OR M910 CAPAC;TOR
mjL.cwbzj$ I 021 6 C2 I 1 1 01349 CEISC9110 CAPACITOR
F 021 9 AI's I 8376197:501 CTE OUTPUT 60PERI
F 0216 A14 3 8376197-401 CTE OJTFUT BUFFER





.^	 DEC 1370 161691
. 
8111ET/ PARTS LISA'








SPECIFICATION v LINE RCA CORPORATION. MW YORK N r_
ITEM OR OTY READ PER DASH NO. U COD E PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SNO.
o FIND N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M -50:1 504 503 302 5 ()l
I oso% j ou 1 1 x0151 1N045 DIODE
I 0302 CR2 I 1 x0181 1N045 DIODE
I 03 D3 CR3 1 1 §013 1 INg45 DIODE
I 030y CR4 1 1 80131 1N045 DIODE
1 0803 CR5 I ! 60131 1ND45 DIODE
I 030$ CR6 1 1 ®0181 1045 DIODE
1 0807 ER7 1 1 00131 1N^45 OIOD5
I 030 9 051 1 I W06544 LAMP
1 0310 ©S2 1 1 8890654:;4 LAMP
1 0 3 11 043 1 1 OB9065444 LAMP
I 031L D54- I 1 8690654e4 LAMP
1 0318 oS5 1 1 1 NE 1 1 LARD• NEON
0316 EI 1 1
I
81';3056411 TRAIMAL DOW
I 031? E8 I 464043®8 TERMINAW S?'JD4446016ATIID
Y 03l$ as 1 I 464042;; TERMIµAI.i 3TJV;445JLATlD
1 0319 1 E4 1 48Q043c8 TERMI4ALP SjJDedv$J^ATED
`	 DEC 1371) 161691
	«.ww.-.-	 -	 .__..	 r	 -	 ___ __ -^^^..-^.._..»._ +-. 	





J	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDINT SHEEET
sHEET/ PARTS LIST lTR PL a^^ssa^ 06
1 49671 1SPECIFICATION LINE PCA CORPORATION. HEW YOUR - N Y
ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SNO.
B. FIND N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION m505 g04 903 3D2 3D1
I 0401 E9 1 1 1 I hE $rDA3r6 TEi<Fll ,4 s STJ09V454ATKD
E 0402 $5 1 Y 4EI^041^D THKMVIA4a STA
I 0403 @7 TZaMIVALP STJO
I 0404 Qa 1 1 k8^04!®4 TERMIVALi STUD
0410 P ! 1 FUSE
1 0414 J1 I 74664 31!146 CONNICTLIR
`IUBC41490LAC9D I D416 Ja 1 1 96906 M3161oo"W JACK
y =L^C:3902A/14 E 04 .1 9 J3 1 i 96906 M3461094A JACK
M;LmCv390Z4/10 I 0430 J4 I i 1 46906 M5i6108a4 JACK





















SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORATION HM YORK. N Y
ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH ND. 0 CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SNO.
o
FIND N0, M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M505 304 1 03 902 5 04_
^5 ^1,pCv9s024/ta 1 030 1 Jb 1 1 t WIDO H516108;' 8A JACK
AlLtCe"59024/10 1 0 9 0 2 JT 1 1 1 1 96906 M5161068A JACK
M$L.C^39 02A/l0 E 0 90 3 J8 1 1 96406 M5}610 8;8 4 JACK
M1L*0.39024 / 30 1 0904 JS 1 1 96906 MS 01080 A JACK
m& LeC4902A/10 S 0 5 0 5 J1D 1 1 96906 MS16100;04 JACK
4;L"C-39 024110 1 0906 Al 1 1 96906 H5b610P'.8A JACK
q j} 0009026/10 2 0 5 07 J12 1 1 96906 MS;6 100; 8 & JACK
MlL.C„39a&4/10 1 0 5 09 J13 1 1 96906 MS1610819A JACK
1 0909 J14 1 1 74060 31"249 CONNECTOR
`j L=C1o39 0Z4/10 1 D-1 10 J15 1 1 9#,$06 MS}6100w5A JACK
N I^.C.b90=b/10 ! 0511 J16 1 1 96706 MS}6106 3A JACK
t 0912 J17 1 1 74868 31-32$5 CONNEVNR
1 0519 J 1 8 1 1 74866 317249 CONNECTOR
IJL00O39024110 1 0916 J14 1 a 96906 M516108^5A JACK
4}L.0*89 424/LO 1 091 9 JzD 1 t 96906 MS^610154 A JACK
4 ;L.Ca3 9024/10 1 0515 J21 1 1 46906 HS161004 A JACK
q ;LvC n 3	 124/10 1 051T J22 1 1 96906 MS16108913A JACK
M}L.Ct39024/t0 1 0518 J23 1 1 96906 MS46108e64 JACK
N4L. C. 3 9024/10 1 1 0519 J2 4• 1 $ 96904 11S16108 ; Z A JACK
^, GfC 1370 6nv	 T..r w^_-r.
I-	 i^	







9QUA VRE CODE IDENT P L D6R3784 SHEET
S
PAR'S LISA' ^i 49671SPECIFICATION aVy Ltu£ RCA CORPORATION. NtW YORK. N Y
ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
NO,
FIND	 N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING,	 NO. DESCRIPTION M50'1 504 503 902 5t i
41LwC639DZA/1D 1 0601 32 5 1 9690 ti356104oA JOCK
9;L-009024/10 I 0602 426 1 °a906 E1516100w10A	 _ JACK
y 0601 J$7 1 i 1 OIZ55 74§6 INTEGRATED 61RCLIIT
1 0604• JZ q 1 1 1 74664 DZ?249 CONNECTOR
I 0 60 5 J2 9
y
801932L2 CON!aGTOR (AXP)
I 0008 tit a 69k71 T254..4tt1ZV0C) RELAY
I 060 4 K$ 1 x+9671 T17 4*40 12YDC9 RELAY
I 061 1 L5 1 1 49671 5A&5 SpWSRr- SIN*, 641
8 0613 M1 1 1s 49671 &O^74 14ETEROVUS I+g4&L11267
1 0615 Psi 1 1 1 h9671 LXAW-EDV TONER SUPPLY$. 5v
I 0616 P5Z 1 1 49671 ^x§W g PutilrR SUPVLYS. 15V
Y 0617 PS3 i 1 1 496T1 LX;^61D PDrIER SJPPLYs.15V


















l YI ^} {{//^^++^6p q1
49671'3SPECIFICATION R[A CORPORATION NEW YQRC N Y 6+ • W
NO. ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Yo FIND NO. MENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M501 304 503 502 1 5 ,0
M IL-RMIIIB 1 4741 A l 1 1 ®1349 RC3DGF182K RESISTOR
4jL nR434/5 1 0702 RZ 1 1 81349 RV4NAYSD102A RESISTOR
4IL. Rwll/3 1 0703 R 3 1 1 01369 RC40OF220K RESISTOR
n L-A-11/3 1 0704 K4 I 1 81349 RC?OGFZUK RESISTOR
141LwRs'l10 Y D743 R5 f i 81349 RC40GF2 M R951STOK
'4L. R41113 1 0 705 R6 1 1 41349 RC?? OGPZZDK RESISTOR-
MjG_ :.11/3 1 0107 R7 1 1 91349 RC&OGFZZOK RESISTOR
4144 Rn2113 1 0706 Ike 1 f §1$49 RC4DGF330K RESISTOR
Mj1 nRw0415 1 0709 At 1 1 01349 RoNAY$0303A RESISTOR
MIL.Re9413 1 0710 R ID 1 I oLI49 RVQN4YS0l03A RESISTOR
MjL.R:94/5 1 0711 RI1 1 1 81349 RV^KAYS0 8 01A RESISTOR.
91L.Rw94/5 1 0711 R1Z- 1 1 01349 RV4N6YSO3014 RESISTOR
HjLORWID509/1 1 0713 RID 1 1 41349 RNQ009111F ROSISTp9'
41 LOR094/5 1 0714 R14 1 1 81349 RV^90 50102 A RESISTOR
4 1L OR011/8 1 0 7 1 5 R15 1 1 1 1 81349 RC976FI0 3K RESISTOR









CODE IDENT 1 SHO^ET
SHEET/ PANS LIST ELNR 1.
LINE 49671SPECIFICATION Vr RCA CORPORARON NEW YORK. N Y.
ITEM OR QTY REDD PER DASH NO.
	
U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o FIND NO. IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M909 504 503 302 301 ', M
1 00D1 S1 1 f T5054 3 99731aC swlTCN, A07Akv
S 0002 32 f 1 91929 i3QM1A1 SNITC ►l'e	 PUSI SUT7 4
I 0801	 - 53 1 1 i 9d906 MS'50994U SNITCA
I 0 0 04 $4 1 1 1 $ 76634 399641L'412 SWITCi#e RDTAXY
1 0905 T31 1 1 79362 399:2006..9 TERMINAL ODe 6TLS'
1 0606 TOR 1 3 73302 399;2004-9 TERMINAL BDe 9TLS
1 0 0 07 T03 1 1 79302 9 99:20040 9 TERM14AL BDe MS
1 0600 T04 1 )1 79302 5946Z004R9 TERMI%M6 600-9TL5
P 06DV Hb 1 07q066100% CABLE ASSY
I 0510 XA1 1 1 91662 00.7006i-036;163 ;001 RECEPTACLE
1 0611 XA2 a 91662 0007DOO:035-1 63 001 RECEPTACLE
I 0012 XA 3 1 1 1 41662 oov70 p6-0 35a1 63:001 RECEPTACIE
1 0 0 1 3 XA 4 ' 1 1 [ 9166? 00 87000;0 3 96163;001 PECEPTACLE
I 0 0 1 4 XA5 1 l 91662 0007000i.03Aaj6s;ooL RECEPTACLE
I D619 XA6 1 6 91662 OO"YOOG 039-163.001 RECEPTACLE
1 0 0 16 XA7 1 1 91662 QDQ7Do0;039.163.001 RECEPTACLE
I 061T XA6 I 91662 00s7006a0350163rD01 RECEPTACLE
1 0010 XA9 1 41662 00T7006;039»163L001 TLECEPTACCE







^	 orc ,a go I elaol	^
ffq(9,A
	





/y^yp-^ 749671SPECIFICATION N RCA CORPORATION NEW YOR% N Y •
ND. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. `li CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o





0 941 XAII 1 1 1 '9164z Oonxya8,o35.aa3,.00l RECEPYAGI,S.
1 0903 XD51 1 1 91929 2F703 LA14P IMSIN? K30
1 0904 XDSZ 1 1 91929 ZF903 LAMP 8OUSINO MID
R 0905 x053 1 1 1 1 74t936e2a LGMPHILDER
1 0900 XF1 1 1 1 1 75011 3 4412s FUSEHOL'DER
1 0410 XKl 1 f 70$09 30995.2 SOCKETi R4 6Y'
0911 XKZ 1 1 70309 30033-2 SDCKM RELAY'
I 09 1¢ XA13 91662 OOa42190Zp7z2.001 RECEPTACT.s
1 0914 • XA14 91662 0o78 21 9v7Zw-7ZZ;001 aj^GEPTAOL6
I 0915 X415 1 91662 DOS 6219:72R72Z-007. RECKPTAGLH
1
I	 Mr 1330 I6r6vl
r"	 r'














SPECIFICATION N LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N V 49 671
c^
NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO.	 U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND	 N0. [DENT IDENTIFYING, NO. DESCRIPTION M503 5D4 503 802 5D	 M
loot 1 X I d6T2d1B SCHEH 0145 . dJOIO 06ITTERI
F 1002 2 X 45 2893 w CONY. 16157 AUDU I SPLZTTER,
i
{	 P loos 3 x OST6151 AUTO TIME BABE VAR WOR SCHi
F 100 4 4 x M802 NCL	 AUDICdCIE	 SPLITTER.
R 1006 b 0 0 9673733 FRONT PANEL ►T OF y ZT 9' ALTIlO
v 1907 7 c 0 0 C 06T3743P1 REAR PANEL ?T 3F IT'9 ALTRO
# 100 4 6 c 0 0 867B746:1 UKASSIS PT 9F IT 9 6LTRD
I 1009 , 4 1 ?6334 CTNi2oeH09r CIAMIS' CARD EIL
P 1011 l0 I I 1 1 06T37990-2 PAINTBO CARD FILE'INEST - 40 01
I lol l 11 14 6 2 jr 2693E ZSF9.019e4Z GUIDE
1 1D14 l2 .ti 26534. CT4120 500Ee.31T
I lot s t 3 l 1 96004 UCnP4 1/4.19 TOO COVER
! 1016 1 4 4 26534 ZSR0.001006 REAR 50PORT"44? till@CKETs58T
Y 1917 17 1 1 ZOD34 HOW9 HARDLESi 51T
P told 16 1 1 $673749;1 GRILL°_i	 5PEOKEAl
I
	






















PL 66'373 4 SHEET11
NO- ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH N0. J CODE PART CR NOMENCLATURE OR YFIND	 NO. M (DENT IDENTIFYINf	 NO. DES CRIPTION M709 p04 303 302
9 1108 L9 1 1 1 I 7401936001 LONS, R ED
! 1109 zl 3 to %bg& $0wa00"3414 1►3l,AREZEyO ME91'
Y 1111 28 3 1 71929 ZD^ BARRIER"MIC57 4WITO,
1 4 2 2 911)29 ZA7S I DISPLAY 506E-4
I 1113 75
`
I6 96406 M5g1g26;10Z8 K+;OB
! 111 ► 24 1 1 96904 M5915260-zm KNOB
! Ill ,; 27 1 9690b MS915280-1K18 KNOB
1 1114 28 1 1 49996 KL7010 LOCKi KNOB
I 1117 29 an AR- AR ARC 999129009 WE, ELECTRICAL
! 111 8 30 AR Aft AR AR 999129;9 HIREt ELECTRICAL
























5 1349 A6167AN WAX CABLE
164RD 83018 WIRE4@4.,8ELBEN
999124;90 HIRE.,	 ELECTRICAL
999128FO WtEt FO CTRICAi
999128094 HIRE., ELECTRICAL
`9730 TC$OSA HOLINT10i P4&M
5 9 730 TCk1D 5DLY":l;T
96090 DIPI-00 THERH3PIT S h DER Ml Cal
84982998;0 TZRHI4AL s4oaRLE&5•
X6906 H S ?3281 8 10 C4AHPa.CA8L5-
36906 HS35261R8 COMPr CABLE
76906 F15g6281A3 COHN LOOP
"d-
I







REV CODE	 IOEFIT SHEET
!I ¢ SHEET/ PANS LIST LT^ PL 85737A4 13
SPECIFICATION y LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y 49671
N0. ITEM OR OTY READ PER DASH NO U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
0 FIND	 N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M503 594 503 502 501
VAS43 $ 1301 5 1 4 4 4 4 $9205 NA; 430DO+ 3 2 SPACER
1302 S2 4 00203 NA5,43DD1o46 SPACER
R 1303 53 1 1 50 3438n1 SPACER
1 130 4 54 AR AR 2 z 57433.7D1 NUTS
1 1309 55 AR AR 12 12 96406 MS Z0341 p4 5 4UTP	 PEEXAGO*d
1 l 1306
E
36 AR AR 8 0 95906 MS20341R6S NUTO 9EXAGON
1 1308 98 AR AA 2 2 96906 FMS?6341a10S 14UTt	 AEXAGTPb
1304 59 AR AR 2 2 60205 NA51615^04..6 SCREW
VA515G0 1 1819 60 AR AR 2 2 DOE05 N A 41640; Z WASHER; LACK
MdrSZ6m0 1 1311 6 , AR All 14 14 80205 111111,41,,4 111111R,	 L116'
4A$1640 1 1312 6 2 AR AR I	 1 1 00205 NA91640a6 WhA HE3a	 LDCR
4A51640 E 1313 6S AR AR 12 12 802Dg NAk1640^e WASHEQ;p	 LSIC!
Vg51640 1 1 3 1 4 64 AR AR 2 2 BOd03 NA^1640,;I0 WASHER;	 LOCK-
Y 1316 66 AR AR 2 2 59g4401n6 W4SHE4'
I
^^ OK 1320 W6121
DEC 1320 [61601	 -	 .--
w.	 .► -.^-. •aa ►r	 e
0 ^^^	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT
..,.rW
SH ET
SHEET, PARTS LIST LT y PL 1
SPECIFICATION y LINE ACA CORPDA A 7 t0N NEW VOAK N i^^3 7
0
NO. ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR V
o
I END
	 NO, M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
ND. DESCRIPTION h1309 304 3D3 902 °°v4„
I 1 401 70 AR AR 80203 tiowno; , 4 5GREw
1 1 402 71 Aft AR 9 80203 NA516:5nO4o1O SCREW
1 !403 72 AR AR 2 BDx05 N441635w06w6• SCREW
I 1404 73 AR AR 4 00209 NA0163:w06m20 SCREW

















N mm	 CAMDEN PLANT REV	 CODE IDENT SHEET
^ SHEET[ ^]	 TPARTS^"  L I S 1 LTR 14967 1 u972038 .07SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK k Y 0 
rs
NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. u CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR' YFIND	 NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M505 804 303 802 30L
P
I
0701 1 x 5372870 SCHER GIAGs $SLITTER OUTPUT
P 0702 2 x 837,839 MA PATTePWi SRLSTTER OUTPUT
I 0704 4 x 8030018 WORKHANSHIP SPECa BASIC
p 0707 7 1 0673774;4 HANDLEWARD
I 0714 14 AR 0523343;8 CEMENT
I 0718 15 AR 2010105. 22 COPPER WIRE. ROU ND,* FINNED
1 0716 AR 20109010,612 INSULATING TUMING
1 0717
111,
17 AA I201083oa320 SOLOERa TINwLiAO ALLOY















ViDEO/AUDIO	 INPUT 8673734-501	 S:YLAB-GSE










CHECKED BY	 D TE CONTRACT NO.
HAS 8-27968DESIGN ACTIVITY APPD	 DATE
REVISIONS
LTR	 I DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR i	 DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED





INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS:
UNITS OF MEASURE (UMI QUANTITIES SYMBOL
A - Inches	 H — Barrels	 T — Each
B— Foot	 3 —PoundsC--Va,dsL —Pair
D— Ounces	 M — Se[




U—Govt or customei 	 .--Vendor item. See specification or










CA-MOEN PLANT REV CODE IDE r	 :T"7EET




S	 SPECIFICATION	 y	 LINE	 RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y	 ` / yfhai.
Y^	 CODE
	
PART OR	 NOMENCLATURE OR
YFIND NO.	 03	 1 04	 303	 502	 301 M	 kDENT	 IDENTIFYING N0. 	 DESCRI' iiON	 M
6ilLoCnIE015/18 1 0201	 C1	 1	 01249	 CKOSBXIOZK	 CAPACITOR
MIL-C.O/le	 1 0202	 C3	 1	 g1,A49	 CM03ED510JOI	 CAPACITOR
MILwCw11015/19 1 0203	 C3	 1	 81049 1CK068XL03K	 CAPACITOR
MILwCoI1019/19 1 0204	 C4	 I	 1	 81349 ^CW06%XIOBK	CAPACITOR
HILwCo27285/1	 1 0203	 C5	 I	 1	 ,81349	 CTHI03VAJ	 CAPACITOR
I
M 1LaC.11013/19 1 0206	 C6	 1	 `81349 ICK06OX103K 	 CAPACITOR





MILwCw9/1S	 1 0206	 C6	 1	 91349	 C M OOFDZOZJ03	 CAPACITOR
MILoCr11015/19 1 0209	 C9	 i	 1	 1 01349	 CKO6BxIO 3K	 CAPACITOR
HILwcwlI015/19 1 0210	 CIO	 +	 1	 BIB49	 CK06$X103K	 CAPACITOR
1 y l IC11	 I	 1	 72992	 8131=0g 0..s51.105H	 CAPACITOR
HIL+C w$/10	 1 0212 `CIE 1	 1 81169	 CM06FDZDZJOB	 CAPACITOR
I	 ^	 i	 ^
MILoC.S/lg	 I 0214	 C13	 1	 81369	 CMOOFD301J03	 CAPACITOR
MIL,.Cw5/13
	 T 0219	 C16	 1	 01349	 c M06F0B 21 J 0 3	 CAPACITOR
KIL+CrS /lg 	 1 0216	 CI5	 1	 1 6 1969	 C MO6Ft16 g 1J03	 CAPACITOR
1101I6sc n11015/19 1 0217	 C16	 1	 @1349	 CK06BX10-AX	 CAPACITOR
H1LaGe1141gJ1 q 
I




CAMDEN PLANIRGA REV CODE	 (DENT SHEETn1- SHEET/ PARTS ^I^^! ETE PL 8IT2840 03
SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORA710H 000 YORN N Y 49671
NO' ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Yo FIND	 N0. M ]DENT IDE'''IFYI'.;	 :.^. DESCRIPTION M505 904 aD8 902 501
M1L-.x.5/18 1 0301 C18 1 81849 CM 09ED510JOS CAPACITOR
M11 pC.3lig ! 0302 C19 1 81849 C M 05FD131JOB CAPACITOR
Mil.aC.11015/19 1 0303 CRO 1 81349 Cx06BX103K CAPACITOR
MILOC w15/12 1 0304 C21 1 81349 CM05ED510JOI CAPACITOR
MIL+Cw5/L8 1 0309 C22 l 81849 CM09FI191J0>! CAPACITOR
M IL.Cw11015/L9 1 0306 C23 1 81349 CR06BX103K CAPACITOR
MILOCw13015/19 i 10308 C24 1 81$49 CKO&Bx104K CAPACITOR
MILwC011015/19 1 0309 C95 1 81349 CK06B%ID4K CAPACITOR
M1LaCw266g3 I 0310 C26 I I 813&9 C913BF156K CAPACITOR
MIL.C.t6659 I 0311 039 1 81849 CS13BE156K CAPACITOR
M ILwC n306$3 I 0312 CEO 1 61849 C3198C334K CAPACITOR
1 0315 CRI 1 81349 1N4145 WOE
I 0816 CRP 1 01849 1N4* 148 MIDDE
1 0318 Cl 1 96906 MS905 !l7:37
100.7022;013;000-001
COIL




I	 r	 .,. ?
	
.Se	 i	 ....wrrii	 1fK1lOr►^	 I
N,
r'+ ul
y CAMDEN PLANTRGA REV CODE IDENT SHEET
^ SHEET/ PARTS LIST
iTR PL 0372840 04
< LINE
E E}^+ 7496 1SPECIFICATION 2CA CORPORAMN NEW YORK N Y •
0
NO. ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o FIND	 NO. M IDENT IDENTIFY ING
	
NO, DESCRIPTION M'^0S 304 503 ;o? 301
I 0401 OL 1 ZN2219A TRANSISTOR
I 0402 Qa 1 I -2N4859 TRANSISTOR
1 0403 0z I I ZN2907A TRANSISTnll
1 0404 04 I 11 2N2222A TRANSISTnit
I 0403 05 1 2NkG59 TRANSISTOR
1 iO406 06 1
f ^{ 2N,T869A TRANSISTOR
1 0407 07 I 1 I2N2907A TRANSISTOR
I 0408 06 I	 1 IZN2S69A TRANSISTOR







M ILeRo11/8 I 0412 RI 1 X81149 RC07GF102K jRESISTOR
MIL..R.22684 / 2 I 0413 R2 11 1 81349 I RL2nS301J !RESISTOR
1 10414 All 1
1I
80294 3009PIm101 jRESISTOR
MI6w Rw3S182/3 1 0419 R4 ! 81349 RN6001101F iRESISTOR
M ILwRw2d684t1 1 04 16 R5 1 81341 I R L07 S2014 R ESISTOR
I"IL""10509/1 1 0417 R6
I
l	 1 91349 RN60DID02F ^RE5i5TDR













N CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 IDENT SHEETD
sRczrl P^► TS LIST LT E PL 9372840 05SPECIFICATION INE RCA CORPORATION MW YORK N Y
NO,
ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. D CODE PART DR NOMENCLATURE OR Yo FIND	 NO.
M (DENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M905 504	 x303 902 901
MIL QRell/3 I 0901 AB 1 81349 11107G111OK RESISTOR
MILdRwII/3 I 0502 49 1 811149 RC07GF120K RESISTOR
MIL.Rv22684/2 I 0503 RID 1 81349 RL205101 4 RESISTOR
MI40Ro11/B I 0904 All 1 1 81349 RC(}7GP103K RESISTOR
MILmR®ll/8 I 0509 R12 1 81349 RC07GFIOIX RESISTOR
MIL0Rd11/B 1 0506 413 1 81349 Rt07Gp47DK RESISTOR
MILwR"I1/3 I 0 50 7 R 1 4 1 8134T6 I RC07GF120K RESISTOR
MIL+Ra ll/ 8 I 0909 R15 I
I
01349 RC07GP222K RESISTOR
M;L« R®Il/B I 0 3 10 R16 1 81349 RC07GF470V RESISTOR
MILaRell / B I 0911 R17 1 61349 RC09.F1031( RESISTOR
MIL.R.11/3 I 0312 R18 1 91349 RC07GpI20K RESISTOR
MILMR01116 I 0314 R19 1 1 81349 ^RC07GF103K tRESISTO,

















I 0518 R23 1 190294 3009 PI„302 RESISTOR
^	 ^;	 _	 r?	 G	 _. a	 t	
-	 - a	 w. i	 .._-,^^1	 wc*.... J	 +!f4►YEdMi!	 4:	 jej	 4!A[ "
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET
4 SHEET! PART'S LIST LTC P L 957204,0 8 6
SPECIFICATION N LINE RC	 C00.70RATION NEW YORK !I Y 49671
N0.
ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. u CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o
FIND	 NO. M (VENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION MSO4 904 003 :02	 301
M L-Rw1D309/1 1 0601 RZ4
^I
1 B1349 RN600112R RESISTOR
MIL a11" 10y09/1 1 0602 AZy I 1 01349 RN600g112F RESISTOR
H IL-RQII/0 I 0603 R26 1 81349 RC0700 62K RESISTOR
MIL .11.10 5Og/ 1 I 0604 RZ? 1 01349 RN60B9,j12F RESISTOR
MILv 1 010509/1 I
1
0609 42A
	 I i 1 01349 RN60D9142R RESISTOR
H IL n Rall/3 I 10606 R29 1 d1349 RCOYGF1209 RESISTOR
HIL.Rwll/3 I 10608 11130 1 013+9 RCOIGF120K RESISTOR
MIL wRAll/B 1 0609 k3l i 1 $13$9 RC076F103K RESISTOR








0 6 12 R34 1
I
1 81349 RE07GF472K RESISTOR
HIL-Ra11/8 I 0614 R35 1 0130 RC07GF223K RESISTOR
HIL-R.11/8 1 0615 R36 1 61349 RC07GIR 19ZK RESISTOR
HILwRp ll/3 1 0616 R3 1, 1 81349 RCOYOP120K RESISTOR
H14wRvll/8 t 0617 1438 1 81349 RC076P4?1K RESISTOR
M1Lw Rw11/0 I 0616 R39 1 $1349 RC07OP103V RESISTOR
HILoRm1l/8 I 0619 R40 1 1 16130 IRCQTGF6079 RESISTOR






Vy CAMDEN P!ANI REV CODE	 IDENT SHEET
SHEET/ ^^ TS LIS LTA PL i".72B4D 07
SPECIFICATION ^ LINE RCA CDRODRATFDH NEW TCJ0.K N Y 49671
c9 NO _ ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
a FIND	 NO. ®^' S0$ 303	 302 501 M IDENT IDENTIFY!NG	 NO. DESCRIPTION M
H ILpR^il/8 I 0701 lQ4i 1 81349 RC070F102K RESISTOR
MLL9R+:11 /8 I 0702 442 1 8184 9 RC070472K RESISTOR
MILoR.II /8 I 0708 448 1 81149 11 07Gf2M RESISTOR
HIL n R.11 /8 1 0104 R44 1 BI349 RC070FIDIK RESISTOR
H IL mRw%I/3 1 0708 R43 I 1 81349 RCOTOFI20K RESISTOR
M IL wAoll/B 1 070$ R46 1 81349 RC07GF471K RESISTOR
HIL&Re11/3 I 0707 R47 1 6ES49 RC20GF680K RESISTOR
MIL m 41113 1 070E 446 1 111349 RC20GF680K RESISTOR
MSLmRm11 /a I 0709 R49 1 81349 RCMIC 271K RESISTOR
HIL mRw11/0 1 0710 R50 1 81349 ReMp los". RESISTOR
K1LoR®il/8 1 0711 R51 1 61149 RC070P103K RESISTOR
MILmRell /8 I 07LZ 432 1 slam) RCOVGPIORK RESISTOR
Ills w0.^11/e I 0711 453 1 81349 RC07GFloN RESISTOR
"UnR41! /e L 0714 0.54 I 1 81349 RCOUPH OK RESISTOR
1 01 16	 ITI 1 00946 VM14M TRANSFORMER
1 0717 I TJ1 1 Of17Y9 8;,#A2140 n 1 JACK # TEMORN
I 071E TJ2 i C07Y9 3:582140-2 JACK# TEST;RED
1 0719 TJ8 1 00779 3a382940es JACK* TIST:ORO
C	 r	 -
^d
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 IDENT 5H ET
D sH££T1 P^RT^ LIS LTA PL BEi2840 0
SPECIFICP.Tiun1
a
V) LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y (A^	
q6 7
`^'
N0. ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND	 NO. Ed IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M303 904 303 902 So
1 0801 T44 1 009YFi ;;9aZ340*4 J ACAj- TEMYEE





04713 MCIT12CL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0907 U2 1 !04713 MC17g 1CL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0808 1 0
i
1 ( 04713 MC14M L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 10810 VR1 1 1N30228 DIODE$ LINER
i 1 0911 VR2 1 1Nf022i1 DIODE# ZENER









CAMDEN PLANT CODE	 (DENT SET
SHEET/ PARTS LIST I-TE PL 8972940
SPECIFICATION qN PINE RCA C0BP0AATi0N NEW YORK. N Y 49671
ND. ITEM OR OTY REAR PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR YFIND	 N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
N0. DESCRIPTION M505 y04 303 502 501
P 0901 1 x 6572871 SCHEM D IAGo VIOED/AUDIO INPUT
P 0902 2 x 8372841 MA PATTnPWj VIDEO/AUDIO INPUT
1 0904 4 x 80200;d WORKMANSHIP SPEC* BASIC
P 0907 7 1 86737741.2 HANDLEmBOARD
1 0909 9 1 I 8$O5g06:4 MOUNTING PAD TO+5 PACKAGE
II
1 0910 10 R I ^8324995a1 SPACER* TRANSISTOR
1 0914 14 AR 8533343.8 CEMENT
I 0915 15 AR 2010165022 COPPER WIRE, RouND, TINNED
1 0 9 16 16 AR 2010909w812 INSULATIMG TURING
I 0411 17 AR 2010898:320 SOLIDER♦ TIN-LFAO ALLOY















SPA I TTER T IMI NG 6673734-501	 SYYLAB-GSE




00.7E REL CODE (DENT NG-





DESIGN ACTIVITY APPD	 DATE
REVISIONS
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED
A 2E.VISED
B eEVISED
C 2E V I5ED
D P-ev Is ED
^ lZ E.V IS E;.1
C PEV I S ED
INTERPRET SYMEJOLS USED AS FOLLOWS:
UNITS OF MEASURE (Ufh) QUANWIF,S SYMBOL





E—Pints	 N — Kit




U—Govtarcustomer	 r_VendoT item, See 3pecificationor
furnished	 source control drawing.









CAMDEN PLATT]	 REV CODE (DENT SH ET
D SHEET! PART	 LIST
RGA LTR PL2372:4Z A
LI N E 49671SPECIFICATION N ACA CORPORATION NEW YpRx N T
NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND	 NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M505 904 503 502 501
MIL.sCv5 1 18 I 0201 Cl 1 8110 C M 0 6FD152d011 CAPACITOR
I 0202 V ///II IN;A NO? USED
1 0203 C3 I//IJ
IN
/A NOT USED
1 0204 C4 Jllll NIA NOT USED
MIL OC.5/1: 1 0205 co
I
{ i	 1Ill/II 91349 CM05F0391jO9 CAPACITOR
1 0206 C6 I I//lli N/A NOT USED
10200
I
II C7 I IIJJ11
I
I WA NOT USED
I 10209 ^:9
jI
//Ill I NIA NOT USED
I C9 11/111 I NIA NOT USED
1
1 0210
0211 CIO 4 11111 N/A NO'I USED
MIL-0.11015/1B 1 0213 ell
I
E 1 91349 CK05SK102K CAPACITOR
M1L,P CPI1015/19 1 0214 012 1 :1349 CAPACITOR
MIL-Collol4119 1 0213 C13   1 81349
ICK065XI03K
CIt068X10a'K CAPACITOR
MIL"Cr3/18 1 0216 C14 1 51849 CMC5FD510JoS CAPACITOR
MIL aCea11015119 1 0217 015 1 91849 CK068XL04K CAPACITOR









- 'r.^„-..,-„« c.^	 :..1 : ri .. 3 t	 -.r.1 ^.	 ^ tom.	 ...- ♦_..^	 ...	 1,.	 _ _.. ^^	 ......-.. a.. 6w ..3 tt'-
IV i-4
05
RGA CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 IDENT SHEETSHEET! PARTS LIST PL 01 72842 03




ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 5
o FIND
	
NO, %I IDENT IDENTI FYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M509 904 303 902 901
AIL- Ce11019/19 I 0301 C18 1 81349 CK06BX103K CAPACITOR
MIL sc"6119 1 0303 CIO 1 61349 CM09Fna21J03 CAPACITOR
MILoC92728711 1 0303 C20 1 e1349 CTYlO3YAJ CAPACITOR
MILcIC0 /19 t 0304 Cal 1 61349 C906FD272JoS CAPACITOR
1+1L.009 110 1 0303 C22 1 11349 CM09Folatios CAPACITOR
MILOW /16 1 0306 US 1 81349 C 1406FnZ02J01 CAPACITOR
HIL+CO3/18 1 0307 C24 1 01349 ^:10103P022 W4 CAPACITOR
MILI.C^t6/E9 1 0300 C39 1 91349 C 1406FOL02JOS CAPACITo
NlLava3Eb69 I 0309 C20 1 91349 CSISSF336K CAPACITOR
MILQC931019/19 I 0310 C27 .1 81349 CK0 6 BX104K CAPACITOR
M1L1-@ut6693 1 0311 Ca0 1 91349 CSI3Ba396K CAPACITOR
MIL-Ce11013/19 1 0312 C29 1 91349 CZ06BK104K CAPACIT09
NIL-6110E9/19 I 0313 C30 1 B1349 CK06OX104K CAPACITOR
M IL.Cu11013119 1 0314 1 C5 1 81349 CRO6W04K CAPACITOR
mom-11013/19 I 0319 C32 1 81149 GK06BUL04K CAPACITOR
NIL.&' 2!6639 1 0316 en 1 91340 C813B$i36K CAPACITOR
I4ILu0w26699 I 0311 C:4 1 91249 C913902614 CAPACITOR
MIL00011019/10 1 0919 C33 1 BID49 CK036x102x CAPACITOR








CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 IDENT SHEET
SHEET) PARK'S LISA" LTG PL 9 172842 04
LINE 49671SPECIFICATION RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y
NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH N0, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR YFIND	 NO. M ID E NT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M006 $04 603 502 90 1
H1bwCrffibM 1 0401 CiT 1 3!149 GSIDORV66K CORACIYOR
1 0402 C2 e 1 56209 TV1129 CAPACITOR
I 0408 CR1 1 +11149 1N4148 DIODE
1 0404 CR2 1 61149 1N4148 DIODE
1 0409 CRS 1 01149 1N4140 DIODE
1 0403 CR4 1 1N665 DIODE
1 0404 CRS 1 ^1N645 DIODE
I 0408 0116 1 61349 1N4148 DIODE
1 0409 CR7 1 1N645 DIODE
1 0410 Cl ///I/ NIA NOT USED
I 04A1 l.3 /Ill/ N/A N0T USED
1 0-412 to ///11 NIA NOT USED
I
3 0419 L4 10//1 NIA NOT USED
I 0414 L' W11 N/A ,NOT USED
1 0419 CO ////I NIA NOT USED
1 0416 E7 1 93946 M390327, &7 CD16
I 0410 P1 l 91662 D0b7023p035;000-OG1 CONNEICTOR
DEC 7720 {0(601
bow aHa....3 Ymu^^.. v.`..rx..^^^a.. -
	
^-.. ^...0 ..^..^^
L-m^^	 ^..,^,r._^x	 a^_.•:>	 a--,...,;.
	 ems....	 ,._._..^...
	 •----	 ^ ._.	 ,._.	 _._	 ._.__.-.	 - ,.._	 _.-	 .._...
	
-
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 IOE•NT $HEFT
^ R^5 LlS !'gamPARTS^ ROA LTRc y P 	 6872042 GS49671SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y
ITEM OR CITY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 5NO.
o
FIND	 NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO DESCRIPTION M50 3 504 50^x 903 901
I 0901 01 1 2N2222A YRaNS15TOR
I 0902 02 1 2N2222A 7RANSISTDR
1 0903 03 1 2N2905A TRANSISTOR
Y 0904 04 1 2NZ903A TRANSISTOR
I 0909 05 1 2N2x22A TRANSISTOR
I 0908 0 1 2N2222A YRAN91STOR
I 0907 07 1 ZN2105A TRANSISTOR
MIL-91011/8 I D910 Q1 I d1349 RC07GPI03K RESISTOR
MILORe11 / 0 I 0911 Ra 1 01 349 RC07GF3339 gESISTOR
HILaRv1050911 I 0912 >a3 1 91349 RN6007501F RESISTOR
MILnRo22684/1 I 0913 130 I 91349 RL07S20!J RESISTOR
MILeRp10309/1 I 0914 R5 1 61349 RN6002151F RESISTOR
MIL«Rail/3 I 0519 K6 1 81349 RC07GF120It RESISTOR
IILisRr11/3 I 0916 RT 1 51349 RC0700120K RESISTOR
MILmRe1050911 I 0911 RB 1 6'449 RN60D3322F RESISTOR
MILmAw22684/1 1 0510 R9 1 81349 111-0732024 RESISTOR











-f^ ^J LIST ETG PL 8372042 06
LINT:
!
9671SPECIFICATION y RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y
ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Sc^ NO.
FIND	 N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M508 304 503 502 301
M IL-Rw!0509/1 I 0601 R11 1 81849 RN60D100110 RESISTOR
MIL-RO10509/1 1 0602 R12 1 81$49 RN6002610F RE515T1IR
MILnRPIO509/1 I 0603 R13 1 01369 RN6005621F RESISTOR
HILPR-011/3 I 0604 R14 1 91349 RC070111 1209 RESISTOR
MILP R I,W3 1 0603 A15 1 81349 RC07GIE 11011 RISISTOR
MILWRP 11/8 1 10606 R16 I 1 81349 IRC07GF693K RESISTOR
MILdR•ll/8 1 0608 R17 1 61349 RC1170ID311 RESISTOR
MIL4 Rw11/9 1 0609 RIB I 1 81349 IRC07GF103x RESISTOR
MIL PRR10309/1 1 0610 R19 I 1 1 81369 RN60D1002F RESISTOR
M ILPRn10509/1 1 0611 920
I	
1 I M 49 RN6001412F RESISTORI
1 0612 R21 !80294 3009P1 n 103 RESISTOR
MIL b;610509/1 1 0614 R22 /////1 1811049 RN60D5111F RESISTOR
I 0615 428 1 N/A NOT USED!11111
M1LPR010509/1 I 0616 R24 + ( !	 1 81349 I RN6003111P RESISTOR
I D617 R23 i 1 100-194 3009P1B103 RESISTOR
MIL-A.10509/1 I 0618 R26 31 81349 iRN60D9111F RESISTOR
Mil. " Ra10509/1 1 0619 R$7 1 1 01349_[RN60DiDDZF RESISTOR
DEL 1770 (O[OW
-	 .	 1	 t	 t	 8	 i	 C	
` ..,__^ 4
	






CAMDEN PLANF REV COPE IDFNT SHEET
4SHEET, PARTS LIST LTA PL &372842 07





ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH N0. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S








M505 504 513 909 901
1MILwRwil/8 I 0101 Ras
MIL-8.109 09/1 I 0102 K2* 1 $1349 R ki 6ODlOOZF RESISTOR
MILw" 24 1/8 i 0109 R30 1 01349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR
MIL®Rwll/3 I 0704 431 1 61349 RCOG911 022K RESISTOR
MILORa11/a Y 0709 Rag 1 11349 RC0700193K RESISTOR
►4ILwRmll/8 1 0706 R33 1 81349 RC07GF330X RESISTOR
1♦6 LQRwll/8 I 0708 134 1 81349 RC0701019 RESISTOR
MILGRn1118 1 0704 839 1 81349 RC07GF101K RESISTOR
MILMRO11/0 I 0710 R36 1 61349 RC0711M IK RESISTOR
M8L wa811/3 1 0711 837 1 81349 RC07GF392K RESISTDR
M14BRU4110 I 0712 ABS 1 $1349 RC070F962K RESISTOR
HiLwRall /B 1 0,714 939 1 11349	 111107GI3111K RESISTOR
HILPAul118 1 0719 R40 1 01349 RC07OP962K RESISTOR
14IL*+ 1w$l/9 1 0716 Rail 1 01849 RC07CII O22K RESISTOR
14IL-Ra11/8 1 0717 R42 1 61349 RC07GFM)K RESISTOR
MIL-R.11/8 2 0710 R43
I
1 01349 KC076F330K RESISTOR
-L
IN CAMDEN 
PLANT REV CODE (DENT SHEET




ZSPECIFICATION RCA CORPORATIDN. 11 W YORX N Y S
Nn. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
Q FIND N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M$Og 504 303 502 501
MIL-R.11/6 I oe01 R44 1 01349 RC07GR101K RESISTOR
MILaRR11/9 1 0808 R45 1 81349 RCOT09101K RESISTOR
MILaRwll/a 1 0803 R46 1 81349 RC0709892K R M STOR
MIL- Re11/8 I 0804 R47 1 81349 RC07GF€93K RESISTOR
MIL-R=11/8 1 0009 R48 1 81349 RCOTGP062K RESISTOR
MI6sR-11/3 I 0806 R49 I 1 81349 RCa0GR1D1K RESISTOR
MIL-R.11/3 1 0807 R50 1 81349 RC200FD919 RESISTOR




l 1 81349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR
MILoRw10509/1 I 0809 R02
I)
1 01349 RMO D0 01P RESISTOR
I 0811 TJ1
E
1 00779 3;382340-1 JACK# TEST;BRN
1 0812 TJ2 1 00779 3;5 8 2940-2 JACK#	 TESYf;REO
1 0613 TJ3 ! 1 00779 3E0182940-3 JACK., TEST;DRG
I 0814 TJ4 I 1 00779 1 3v58z340.4 JACK#	 TESTpYIFC
1 0819 T43 i 1 00774 3;582340-5 Jk;K# TEST;ORN
1 0816 TJ6 I 1 00779 3LBO V40-6 JACK# TESTeBLU
I Oslo TJ10 1 00779 3;582340-0 JACKo TEST:BLK
DEC 1320 101091  
1l. ^,^	
ri-'^sw^.^a+	 ...-rte_	 ... w-	
H.	 -	 ,^	 i	 .	 .	 .^	 .	 -	 ^, ^	 ^	 ^	 —_.
	 •^ -- ^4	 a 'w--..j	 i__.-.. -.'^
	
$.^'	 _ii	 [.:_	
-^	 °r`^.	 •	 f	 M
CAMDEN PLANTRGA REV CODE IDENT SHEET
r SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTA PL a97a Ba^ 09^^^^
SPECIFICATION y LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK. N Y






NO. DESCRIPTION NI309 90h 503 50$ 501 1 M
I 0901 L11 1 04713 ME1712CL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0902 UL 1 04713 MCLT1oCL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
0903 0 1 04713 MC8601.L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0904 U4 1 04713 MC6601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0409 UO 1 O4713 MC0601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0906 U6 1 04713 MCB601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0907 U7 1 04713 MC06016 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0908 US 1 04713 MC660U INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0909 U9 1 04713 MC74006 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0910 Ul0 1 04713 MC0601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0911 Ull 1 04713 MC74006 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0912 U12 1 04913 IHC660iL INTEDRATED CIRCUIT
1 0913 VR1 1 1M90228 DIU MP ZENER
I 0914 VRZ 1 1NIDAA DID08a EENER
uat ^a [^ EofoYa
V
CA
C"DEN PLANT REV CODE [DENT SHOET
r- SHEET/ pp"^'^+	 ^+P^f7	 LI ST G P 	 072542 11 J 4^G 7
VSPECIFICATION N LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y
ITEM OR CITY RECID PER DASH NO. D CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE rR 5cg
NO.
o FIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 N0. DESCRIPTION M509 5D4 $011 502 501
P 1001 1 X 0372872 SCHEM DIAG;	 SPLITTER TIMING
P 1002 2 x 8372043 MA PATTaPW; SPLITTER TIMING
1 1004 4
Ix






3 8505806.4 M0UXT1NG PAD TO®3 PACKAGE
I 1010 10 4
1
85249930-1 SPACERS TRANSISTOR
I 1014 14 AR 8833343.8 CEMENT
1 1015 15 AR 2010105:.22
I
COPPER WIREe ROUNO i TINNED
I 1016 16 AR 20109090-012 INSULATING TUBING
1 1017 17 AR 20108580320 SOLDERi TINwL j AD ALLOY
















LIST TITLE. PREPARED BY	 DATE REL CODE IDENT NO.49671 aFSHEET 1SHEETS
BOARD ASSEMBLY 801373	 SKYLAB faSE
CHECKED BY	 DATE CONTRACT NO.
EXTERNAL SYNC NEXT" ASSY	 USED ON NAS $_27968DESIGN ACTIVITYAPPD 	 DATE_
FIRST APPLICATION
REVISIONS
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED I LTR I	 DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED
A I REV 15 ED
B REVI5ED
INTERPRET SYNIGOLS USED AS FOLLOWS:
UNITS OF fAEASURE (m) QUANTITIES SYMBOL
























CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE (DENT PL 0373013
SHEETOZ
In SHEET/ PARTS LIST
LTRB
4967 1
SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y
ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH N0, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SNO,
FIND	 NO. M IOENT IDENTIFYING, 	 NO. DESCRIPTION M300 004 303 302 501
H1Lacullo1,3/10 I 0201 Cl 1 81349 GK05BxIoIK CAPACITOR
MILOOVII01 3/ 19 1 0202 C2 1 01349 CK066)(103K CAPACITOR
14ILeCEa3 / la 1 0203 C3 1 01349 .; M06ED102J03 CAPACITUP
M160tv' 27297 11 I 0204 C4 1 31349 CTN100VAJ CAPACITUR
HIL.Cw6/18 l 0209 C3 1 01349 C 1406E03 M OS CAPACITOR
MIL-Col/18 1 0206 96 1 01349 C M00ED510JOI CAPACITOR
MIL+Cola/18 I 0207 C7 1 61349 CM06ED341J08 CAPACITOR
MIL 00O5 118 1 10 20 8 Ce l 81349 CM0@:DZXlJol CAPACITOR
HIL nCn11019119 1 0209 C9 1 01349 C406BX105K CAPACITOR
PtIL^Cw6A/ 1 1 0210 C I D 1 51349 CH11C2210 CAPACITOR
I 0213 Ll 1 96906 K990537e37 COIL
1 0216 Pl 1 91662 00o7026-0 3 5%+000-001 CONNECTOR
I 0219 0l 1 04713 2N2222 TRANSISTOR











CAMDF!' PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET
r SHEET) PART'S LIST' ^7^ ETA P^.9973D19	 03
LINE 49671SPECIFICATION (A RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK h Y
NO. ITEM OR QTY
	 RE(-,D	 PER	 DASH	 NO, Ij CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 5
In FIND	 N0. M IDEN* DENTIFYING	 NO, DESCRIPTION M509 4,6 503 002 501
14IL. iRwll/B I 0301 R1 1 61349 RC07GP472K RESISTOR
MIL^R^illB 1 0302 RZ L 8109 RC07GP103x RESISTOR
M IL^RRII/B I 0303 R3 1 81149 RC07OP102K RESISTOR
MIL+R.11lt- 1 0304 114 1 51349 RESISTOR
MIL-wR.rlI /8 I 0309 R9 1 81349	 4RC07GF108K RESISTOR
MIL MR 4 0509/1 1 0306 R6 I 1	 1 81344 IRN60DIGOIF RESISTOR
M1.+ R%10309/1 I 0307 R7'
I'
1 81349 RN60014'ZF RESISTOR
M IL-R.11/8 1 0308 R8 i i I	 1 81144 RESISTOR
I 0309 I R9 i 1 132997
i RC07GF102K
3009PI.103 RESISTOR
M IL+Rv10509/1 I 0310 R10 1 161349 (RN60D1002f RESISTOR
MIL •R «11/8 I 0311 ^Rll
3
1 81249 RC07Gg 102K RESISTOR
1 I 0312 1112
l
li ;32997 3009P1•103 RESISTOR
M IL-R-10509/1 1 03 1 3 4 13 i	 { 1 81344 R1,16OD9111 F RESISTOR
HIL o11w1050911 I 0316 R14 1 81349 RN60000.' RESISTOR
M[L eR411/g I 0315 5R 1 1 81344 RC07GPIOZK RES15TOR
I
i




CAMDEN PiANI REV	 CODE (DENT SHEET
c
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR
°
PL 837301'5 ^4
LINE 49671SPECIFICATION U) OCA CORPORATION NIW YORK N Y
ITEM OR QTY REDO PER DASH NO 'J CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Y^ry NO'
o FIND NO- M Ih ENT IDENTIFYING	 NO DESCRIPTION M305 904 303 902 301
1 0401 TJL 1 100779 3 582340. 1 JACKA	 TEST.Ba,j
1 0402 T42 1 J007-F9 3.382340.2 JACK.,	 TESTwRrD
I 0403 TJ3 1 00799 13. 5 8 2340 . 3 JACK. TEST;00
1 0404 !J4 1 00779 3.3F2340d4 JACK.,	 TEST YEC
1 0405 TJS 1
I
1
0 0779 3.582340.+5 JACK,	 TE5T.GR.4









CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 IDENT SHEET





^71SPECIFICATION RCA CORPORANQU NE1% YORK k Y




NO. M lOENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M505 204 503 502 501
1 0703 UL 1 04713 MC86016 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0904 U2 I	 1 04718 MC66016 INT6GAXT60 CIRCUIT
i 0105 U3 I ^	 1 04717 1,4C8 6016
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0906 U4 f	 1 04713 MC®6016 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
















ffCAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET
a
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR
149671
PL
SPECIFICATION N LINE RCA COR70RAY10N NEW YORK N T
ty NO" ITEMOR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o
FEND	 NO.
M (DENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M509 304 503 507 20
P 0601 1 X 8674013 SHIM DIAL; EXTORNAL SYNC
P 0602 2 K 8971014 KA PA77.PWy` iQ7>;TERNA6 SYNC
1 0604 4 9 6030018 WORK14ANSHIP SPE£a BASIC
P 0607 T 1 067S774wa NANDLOWARD
I 0610 10 1 5524943e1 SPACER* TRANSISTOR
1 0614 14 AR 8931343®8 IIIIINT
I 0618 19 AR 2010109"+22 COPPER NIREP ROUNO P TINN50
1 0616 16 AR 2010906512 INSULATING TURING
I 0617 19 AR 2010&58:320 SQLDERP TINoLKAD ALLOY
I 0618 18 AR 2010Bf3e1 PLUXa SOLDERfNGo ALGHL;RCSIN
DEC 1320 16?607
i:=
















NEXT ASSY	 USED ON
CHEC ED BY	 DATE CONTRACT NO.
NAS B- 27968DESIGN ACTIVITY APPO	 TE
FIRS-, APPLICATION
REVISIONS
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR I	 DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS.
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL






































CAMDEN P LANT REV CODE [DENT SHEET
^ SHEETI PARK'S LISA ROA LTR !P L 6673737 63
LINE 49671SPECIFICATION RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK N Y
NO' ITEM OR QTY RECID PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
a FIND NO, M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 N0. DESCRIPTION RYFl505 904 503 502 901
^11L^^er13I10 1 0201 C1 1 111149 009F D101J03 CAPACITOR
taY^gC^0 /18 1 1 0102 E2 1 51149 eAPACITOII
I^E4^GaS/16 I 0203 C# 1 61349 0 1404 11DaJ03 CAPACITOR
^Ibl.^^^R/36 I 0204 !4 1 91149 CH06FD112403 eARAeITOP
MILOCID3119 I 0209 C5 a 51349 C 1,109F0241JOf c4pAclTup
1 0209 L1 1 72299 Wi?9VLl g 0016
I 0210 L2 1 72254 WE2VLSe2 C06r VARZABLi
1 0211 L3 1 72299 WEEVL1e9 COIL	 INf TRONgCS)






RGA CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 (DENT SHEETSHEET/ PARTS LISA' LTR ^^ 8573757 a3
SPECIFICATION N LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N T $ 49671
N0. ITEM OR QTY R£QD PER DASH NO. C CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o
FIND	 N0. M IDENT IDEPITIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M505 504 : 503 502 501
P 03M 1 A 8672810 KIM A79, BESSEL MR/=
P 0203 2 1 8573761. )z PATT-FVIB=56 FTrBl L
P 0303 3 1 8573762 ! umm Xwo, Emsin rL'1`A/=L
I 0304 4 1 8030018 1	 }{6mP sm, Rola
T 0305 5 x 2020463 ifAt 3M tt AL AND FUSTIC M
I 03 D9 9 AF 3983173-1 mr-, K= KG TAT&
1 0310 10 11
3
65501372 Mum
1 0375 15 Alt 999127-9 Wm, »OTR ICA.L
1: 0317 17 AR 201085©:20 500M, TXH-LLP ID ALLOT

















CAM PEN N J	 PLANT
LIST TITLE: PREPARED BY	 DATE
,^•^r+,w ^u^as / s}ttJt;vSY ^9yrf
REL CODE IDENT NO.	 SHEET	 1
49671	 OF ,	 SHEETSCTE ° F	 1 4^ 6 i A 5 T ? CHECKED BY	 DATE CONTRACT NO.
hll^•. r ^CVV
	 IC^n ...
...	 1•••.-^+	 4 •
h I ^ ^ .r r.1 ^-. a 's ."9I ^	 rt v r	 I	 r^ 8 V f	 ^liw:^l. R..:!^.71 gi'ry 	Gnlc
F!RST APPLICATION
REVISIONS
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE I	 APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED
14TERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS:
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL











O— For ref nn!y
////^ Not used
furnished	 source control drawing,
K— Govt or customer
turmshed rnri
installed
"i:A 7407 XPO .3 17-7W
^	 t	 a	 ?	 3	 IEa	 6	 0	 t	 i	 6	 L	 n	



















QTY REQD Pia DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR
Ci 509	 504	 Sn3 5102	 5,101 M IDENT IpEMTII YING
	 NO. DESCRIPTION
MIL »C m 11015119 I 0 201 C1 1 51349 C Y,0605i104K e:laP+At.ITi.:R
MIL-C a lln15/19 1 0202 C2 1 01349 CK06BX104K CAPACITOR
MIL S-C"11015/19 1 0203 C3 1 61349 C I'MX10414 CAPACITOR
MIL-C-27287 1 0204 C4 1 M49 CTMI04VAJ CAPACITOR
14IL-C-2726711 I 02L5 C5 1 61349 CTM103VAJ CAPACITOR
MIL-Cvllt13/19 I 0 2 06 C6 1 81349 CK068XI039 CAPACITOR
H16-G39003/1 1 0207 C7 1 81349 C5R13C1o7KM CAPACITOR
MIL-C-5/18 1 0 2 08 C0 1 61349 CM06170561J03 CAPACITOR
MIL•Cr5 /16 1 0209 C9 1 61349 C M06Pn561J03 CAPACITOR
	
cd
MIL-C"5/18 I 02 10 CIO 1 01349 CM06PO332JUS CAPACITOR
	
c	 IV
P+1L aC^ilUl"JJ19 1 0711 C11 1 81349 CK068XI04K CAPACITOR
HILAC-wi.lol g /19 I 0212 C12 1 81349 CK06BXL04K CAPACITOR
	
y ^+
H1L-C"ilL15 / 19 I 0 2 13 C13 $ 81349 CK066XI04K CAPACITOR
MIL-Cx11019/19 1 0 2 1 4 C14 1 01349 CK06sxl04K CAPACITOR
MIL¢Cvllt;l3 / 19 I n2I4 cis 1 01344 CK06SX104K CAPACITOR










w WAIDEN PLANTnGA 17EV CODE ( DENT q^ VJETSHEET/ /^	 ^°PARTS LI ST i Lv^ 149671 ^"' L 8373682 _ U3SPECIFICATION LINT: aca tosPOnAT^ok waw rawx. N. v
NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR YFIND tom. M [DENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION NI5118 50 4 503 502 301
14 IL-S-0 1 00 /11t I Oul c A I 1 8134 j4,%irv4i-L8 UIUDE
MIL-S-19500/lle Y 0302 CR2 1 81349 J ANIN4148 DIME
I 03 05 P1 91662 00-7022. 035LOOO-001 CONNECTOR
MIL-R-11/8 l 0 3 06 R1 1 81349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR
. M IL-R-II / 8 1 0 3 05 R2 1 01349 RC07GF1034 RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/6 1 .0310 R3 1 01349 RC07OF104J RESISTOR
MIL-R -1110 I 0 3 11 R4 61349 RC07GFi00J RESISTOR
MIL-R-11 16 I 0 3 1 2 R5 1 51349 RC07GF100J RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/0 I 0 3 13 R6 1 81349 RC07GF183J RESISTOR
Z 0 3 1 4 R7 1 80294 3009P1 -503 R=STOR
MIL-R-11/8 I 0315 R® 1 01349 RC 07G F 223J RESISTOR
MIL-Rw1118 I 0 3 1 6 R9 1 61349 RC07GF103J RESISTOK
MIL-R-II / 8 I 0 3 1 7 1110 1 01349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR
MIL T-R - 11/6 1 0 3 1E 1111 1 b1349 RCO7GF47ZJ RESISTOR
MIL-R - 11/6 I U 3 1 9 R12 i 81349 RC07GF103J P W STOR
um 133U IO;G9i T
!	 I 
	 `	 }}
r	 a.	 ^	 r	 .	 rr	 -	 is 	 +ess..._rJ	 ^MwT^ry	 ^^iO1^	 I^ ^"^C	 Iles	 e
!o
N
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 IDENT SHEET
SKEET/ PARTS MST` LTR- 4967 11
PL 9375682 0
SPECIFICATION I LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y
0 NO. ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M505 504 503 5n2 Sol
M TL w R°11lFt I n4o; R I P1149 RCn% c lr j lJ RE5IATnR
MIL-Ro ll/B I 04 o2 R14 1 ti 1349 RC07GF150J RESISTOR
MIL- R"10509/1 I 040 3 R15 I 81349 RNoOD1002F RESISTOR
1 0 4 0 4 R16 1 du294 3009PI-103 RESISTOR
MIL-R«2206411 1 0 4 0 5 R17 1 $1349 R L07SSIZJ RESISTOR
MIL-R"11/0 I 0 4 06 RIB 1 613+9 RCo7GF;03J RESISTOR
M IL-R-11/8 I 0 4 x7 R19 1 81349 RC07GF102J RESISTOR
i
MIL- 1 -111$ I 0 4 08 RZU 1 $1349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR
M IL-R 4 1I/8 I 0 4 0 5 R21 1 81349 RC07GFIOZJ RESISTOR
M IL-R°11/8 I o 4 1C R22 1 81349 RC07GFIOZJ RESISTOR
MIL-R-1110 I 0 4 11 R23 1 61349 RC07GFLIZJ RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/8 1 0412 R24 1 81349 RC07GF;o3J RESISTOR
MIL-R-1118 1 0 4 1 3 R25 3 81349 RC07GFIBIJ RESISTOR
MIL- R-il/8 1 0 4 1 4 R26 1 t1I349 RC07GF683J RESISTOR
lei-1_u 1 0 4 1 5 R27 1 01349 RC20GF39IJ RESISTOR
MIL°R-11/8 1 o4 1E R28 1 81349 KC07GFIOZJ PESISTOR









r -	 - C@PADER! PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET
r SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL 8375582 05
SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORATON NEW YORK. N Y 4 perky 671





NO. DESCRIPTION M9F , 5 504 503 3112 S01
I n5p1 Tail 1 n0779 3-58P I 40-1 JACKs	 TEST- RRI4
I 05 02 TJ2 1 00779 3-582340-2 JACKs TEST-RED
1 0 9 03 TJ3 1 00779 3-582340-3 JACKs	 TEST-UqG
I 0 5 04 TJ4 1 0{3779 3-582340-4 JACKs	 TEST-YEL
I 0505 TJ5 i 00779 3-582340-5 JACKs
	
TEST-GRN
I 0 5 06 TJ6 1 00779 3-x 582340-6 JACKP	 TEST-BLU
1 0507 TJ7 1 00779 3-582340-7 JACK; TEST-M.-LET
1 0 5 1C TJ10 1 00779 3-582340-0 JACKs TEST-BLK
I 0 5 1 2 U1 1 04713 MC4044L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0 5 1 3 U2 1 04713 MC1458L !NTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0+1 4 U3 1 04713 MC4024L !NTFI(MRATED CIRCUIT
1 0 5 1 9 U4 I 04713 MC7490L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0 9 1 E U3 1 04713 I4C7473L INTi-MR1TED CIRCUIT
1 0 9 1 7 U6 1 04713 MC7404L IILTPGR1TED CM 'II7T
1 0 5 1 8 07 1 01295 SN74123i INTEGRATED CIf'^UIT
1 0 5 1 5 U8 1 04713 1 I I C7400L 1I4TESRATFO CIRCUIT
uat »-Au playl	 T
' 	i 	 '	 f	 ^	 t	 a	 4	 =	 S	 y	 a	 ¢	 ^	 4	 ——	 —
.."-.
N ( i	 CAMDEN PLm" REV CODE	 IDENT SHEET
a
SHEET/ PARTS  ^^^ tw LTR PL 8375682 06
SPECIFICATION rn LINE RCA CORPORATION_ HEW YORK N Y 1496 7




CEO. DESCRIPTION M5r,5 504 503 502 5 %
I o6g1 U9 7 04713 MC741 a L TAT^fgATED CIc2CBIT
I D 60 2 010 1 04713 ''X7493L INTi2,GRATED CIRCUIT
I 06 0 3 U11 1 01295 SN7404J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
Y 0 60 4 t]12 1 04713 MC7 4 30L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0605 U13 1 04713 MC7400L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0 6.6 U14 1 04713 HC7420L INTEGRA 9) CIRCUIT
I 06 01 U1S 1 04713 MC7493L INT23RAT>''} CIRCUIT
I 0 60 8 016 1 04713 MC 1 7 10L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0 60 9 U17 1 01295 S r1 74 164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 061I% U18 1 01295 SN74164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0 6 11 U19 1 01295 5N74 164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
E 0 6 1 2 U20 1 01x95 SN7 4 164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
MIL-3"19500 / 12 I " 6 1 5 VRi 1 81349 J AININ751A DIODE#	 ZENER
HIL-S- 19500 / 1 21 I 06 1 6 R2 1 81349 JANIN753A DIODEP	 ZENER












CAMDEN PLANt REV CODE [DENT S	 T
R	 SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR- 4967 11 P 
L 8375682 U7
SPECIF=ICATION LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N. Y
t9
	
NO . ITEM! OR (]TY READ PER DASH N0. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
C ' FIND NQ. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M975 3p4 S?'^ 5C^2 501
P 0701 1 X 8375an 4 SSF+EMtiTi(.	 CMG	 I)EMIIX
P 0702 2 K 3676332 MA PATT-Ph, CTS DD LUX
1 0704 4 K 8030018 WORKM ANSH.' SPEC;	 R49IC
1
P 0707 7 1 86 73774 ND	 - p PA	 t-E	 8	 A	 U
I 0709 9 ///// 6505806-m4 MOUNTING PAD TP-5 PACKAGE
Y 07 1C 10 ///// 8324995. 1 SPACER;	 TRAWSISTOR
t
1 07 1 4 14 ,AR 8533343-8 CEMENT
I 0 7 19 15 AR 2010105 =22 COPPER WIRE, ROU ND; TINNED
1 07 16 16 AR 2010909 -812 INSULATIPG TIMING
1 0717 17 AR 2010858 . 320 SOLDER;	 TI N-LEAD ALLOY
8 0 7 18 18 AR 201D573 - 1 FLUX;	 SDLDFRtNO;	 ALCHL-ROSIN
1
urr. 132u (nlav;	 T
4PARTS LEST ,	 RCA Mrl?UR1710N I NEW YOEK, t„ f?E4?TIE ONDATE REVLTR
PL 867634 1 .^
GAM D C-.1,4 	 N .!	 PLANT
LIST TITLE: P&PARED EiY	 DATE REL COr7F. IbENT NO. SH1:ET	 T
Ndtl*	 ^fi6>'i^' 3^AUGrISTfY7^ .49671 OF	 SHEETS7, DISP LAY  G
5 T P
CHECKED BY	 0N.-L	 CONTRACT NO.
rrFYT•reV	 t	 USEu r,•, ""'_.....,
	








INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS:
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL
A—Inches	 H—Barrels	 T—Eoch X— Applicable U—Govtor customer	 * —Vendor item. See speciRcotionor
D—Feat	 1 —. Pounds document furnished	 source control drawing.
C—Yards	 L —PairD— Dunces	 M—Set D--For ref only I'—Govt or customerE— Pints
	
N — Hit
F--Dua: , sP —RollG-.-Gallons
	
R --.Box, Case ///I— :jot aced
furnished and
installed







CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 ICSNT




^^SPECIFICAlI TI ON LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK. N Y °
ITEM OR QTY RE:QD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Yt9
NO'
C FIND	 NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION NI5051 504 503 502 531
E 0 2 0 1 Al 1 28480 HP5082.7300 LED MISPLAY
Y 0202 A2 1 28480 HP5082-7 3 00 LED DISPLAY
Y 0203 A3 1 28460 HP5062-7300 LED DISPLAY
1 0204 A& 1 2B400 HP5082R73D0 LED DISPLAY
y 0205 AS 1 28480 HP5082-7300 LED DISPLAY
Y 0206 A5 1 28480 HP5082-738 x` LED DISPLAY
0207 AT 1 28480 HP5082-7300 LED DISPCAY
1 0208 AS
I
Z ZB480 HP 5 032.7300 LED DISPLAY
DEC 1370 161691
i
U) LWOW	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE	 IDENT	 8576341, SVJETSHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL
SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y ~ p^^+q4^+71
t? NO ' ITEM OR QTY RhQD PER DASH N0, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Y
o FIND	 1V0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M505 504 503 502 501
0302 2 x 8371958 SCFEVATIC GTE DISFIAY
i
I 0303 3 X X 8030022 WDRKh'•ANSHIPi	 NASA	 C04PI.IANT
I 0304 4 X X 2020319 MECZO L HNL SOLDERINS PR7CESS
I 0305 5 X 2020341 HSTRE E FP CUrING"ELEC	 PTS
I 0306 6 X 2020999 ADHESIVE;BON]M COMP TO PWB
E 0310 10 X 8676340 144
	
PATT	 OIPGAY*.GSE
E 0311 11 4 8676341-502 DISPLAY GSE
E 0312 12 1 8676340-1 BD Pw
I 0313 13 27 8153202:1 TERMINAL.
GAP5^571 I 0315 15 AR 61348 SN63WRAPZ S13L.DER
I 0316 16 AR 20105731 FLUX,	 SOLOERIN3f	 ALCHLP11351N
1 0917 17 AR 2016185 EPDXY-POLYAMIDE COATING














RLPARED B Y	 :SAT PEL COLE IDEN T t,C. $ NEET	 149671 Of 	 SNEETS
HLCKCD BY CONTRACT NU.
I3A5 y-/^i^7
11
CTE OUTPUT BUFFER	 AST?
ASS°Y
	
NEXT F.SSY I USEC CN
F175E APPLICATT,,',
Qr;.•i^l"^:5
o^cr I	 Af'F rnJit^- 'I i i:-
INT[RPRET SYMBOLS USLD AS FOLLCiVSr \
UNITS OF WASUnE (UM) QUANTITIES SYM BO L
A-1e0t"
	 H -Pa—Is	 T—Each % — ArphcnhT,t U—Goa! wcusr^mer	 ♦... Vnn$nr item, Srn ypnciticsl^on ar




E —Pmts	 N — Kit
F— q^i^ • [:	 P—RollG —Ga !^n^.	 R — Q. w, caaa
0--For ref only
////- Not we4
K.•-Gc t or eusl^mnr
lu- ishci' acd
In:!+'It6
PCA 3402 YX Q B.
a1 gar—CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE (DENT SHEET
SHEET, PARTS LIST[ LTR PL 8376197 O z
SPECIFICATION `^^ LINE pCA [O p PO p aTiOK Hfw YORK H Y - 49671
L9




S'. 5 •a • 3
=
^^' Z 5'. hl ENIDT MENTIFYINO	 NO. DESCRIPTION M
,2ol CL 1 01349 CE11C15nD
	
CAPACITOR
P IL — C-11015/19 3202 ',Z 1 51349 CKg 68X103K	 CAPACITUR
V IL —
C — IIG1 5 /1 9 o203 C3 1 51349 Cxp 60x103K
	
CAPACITOR
P IL-C-110151 19 C204 C4 1 81349 CK068X103K	 ICAPACITUR
YI L—C » 110131;9 1 0 2 05 C5 1 :31349 C K06$X103K	 CAPACITOR
:1 0 2 0 8 P1 1 91662 00 - 9219..72-000-002	 s CONNr"CTCR
0 1L—R -11/ 8 1 0210 RI 1 91349 RCO70FIOZJ
	
(RESISTOR
M IL- R-11/0 1 0211 R2 1 61.349 KC0 7 0FlOZJ
	
RESISTOR
"IL- R-11 1 0 1 0212 R3 1 81"49 RC0 7G F loZj	 RESISTOR
M iL—R- 1I /tl 1 n 21 1 R4 1 81349 RC07GPIDZJ
	
RESISTOR
I'EL— ^-11/8 1 x, 2 1 4 45 1 81349 RC 07C R 102J	 RESISTOR
N IL- R-1110 I n2L5 R6 1 61349 RC U7 GF102J	 RESISTOR





a.,,,._..,	 ._.w.. -- n.. I—..—
f
NCAMDEN rtnEar RTR CODE ]DENT	 n t SQET
>= SHEET/ PARTS LIST) [	 L. 8376197LINE w f`''^^749671SPECIFICATION 0 RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK !t Y
G
NO' !*EM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR 5
c FIND	 NO. M [DENT IDENTIFYING	 NO- DES R':-[ON M5 5'a 5	 3 5'2 5`
1 0 3 01 JL 1 JIZ95 5N74p8J	 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0302 ' ! 2 1 01293 SN74 0 04	 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 11303 J3 1 d1293 5N7 4 00J	 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 9 3 0 4 ! f4 1 91215 S F474p64	 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0303 U5 1 D1Z,95 SN74 08J	 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0306 'JO 1 01295 SN74,j BJ	 IhTEG0.ATED CIRCUIT















SPECIFICATION LIMA RCA GtlRpp0.A71pH HF1N 7pR1t, N Y. -
^n-s
4 " 671
y NO, ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND
	 NO, M (DENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO, DESCRIPTION M51- 4 $11 ,
O y 04 X 6376199 SCHE`i DLAG
7 0402 X 0376196-1 rIA	 PATT-PSI
I 0`+04 + X 0030010 WO RKU N5HIP SPEC.* BASIC
04 DS 5 L 03741 98 «1 RQAROaPR
1' 04fl7 7 1 067377$ HANDLE-BOARD
1 0 4 (1 9 4 HCUNTING PAD T04 PACXAGE
I 04 1a 10 11/11 UsZ4995:1 SPACERi TRANSISTOR
1 0 4 14 14 AR 8933343-8 C^NENT
I 0.4 1 5 13 AR 1v1a109»Z?. CC?P.ER.H1.RE?. ROUND, 	 TINNED
1 0 416 16 AI; x00904-81Z IN SOLATI.40 TUBI N G
I 0417 17 Aft 2010©'r8-3ZQ SOLDERjo	 TIN-LEAD A1.LGY
1 o41a La AR 201057.3-1 FLUX, SOLDERING	 ALCHL-ROSIN
